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GENERALIZED THEORY FOR SEAPLANE IiiACT 1
By BESJAMIXMrLwrrzKY
SUMMARY
The motians, hydrodynamic loads, and pitching moments
experienced by V-bottmn. seaplanm during step-landing impact~
are analyzed and the theoretical results are compared m“th
experimental data. Ii the analg~isl the primary jlow about the
immersed portion of a keeled hull or j?oat is corwidemd to occur
in tranw’erse j%w plan”es and “th6concept--of rirtua.! mass i8 ap-
plied to determine the reaction of the water to the motions of the
waplane. The tmti”reimmersiim process is analyzed from the
instant of initial contnct unti”l the seaplane rebounds from the
water eurface. Tle analysis is applicable to the complete range
of initial conta-ct conditio n+sbetween the caae.of impact8 where
the resultant reloc@ ti normkl b the keel and the limiting
condition of pbmu-ng.
In order to reduce the number cf independent comtants u~hich
hare to be considered, the equations relating the displacement,
celom”ty, acceleration, p“tchin.g moment, and time during the
impact are generalimd by introduction of suitable dinwnm”onle8s
~)am”ab[~which take iILtoaccm n~~h.ge~ect~ of ~ch fa~ors as the
weight of. the eeaplane, the dead-rke angle, the trim ungle, the
$ight-patii angle, ad the initial relocity, in accordance with the
hum gorerning the behatir of the 8eaplane. ~~ a result of this
generalization., the number of 8olutions” required to corer the
entire range of seaplane an-dimpad parametereisgreatiy redmed,
the presentation of both theoretical and experimental results ie
simp[i$ed, and a ba.ti iY provided for convenient corre[atbn of
test data obtained under direrse conditions.
It is 8hown that aU generalized rariubles can be related during
the impact through. a single parameter, called the approach
parameter K, wfiich. is detewnined by the trim angle and th
$igh&path angle at initial contact. Thus, thi relatimwhip
between any two of the generalized Lv.riab[es durirq impact can
be represented by a single curce for each oalue of K. Fu.rther-
morp, a eingle uam”aii,onwith K exists for each of the generalised
mmiabb8 COFre8p0ndiRgto aq particular 8tage of the impact.
In order to permit convenient use of tb dericed reeult~ in tb
dw”gn of 8eap[anee and in firther re$earch, charts are presented
which diow the retationship~ among the cam”ous generalized
nariabke during impact for a wide range of wduea of K; charts
are also presented which show the radiations with K of the gen-
eralized w-iubles corresponding to the instant of mar-mum
accelem.tion, th-e instant of marirnum pitching moment about
the step, the instant of maximum penetration, and ~he indant
of act-t during rebound. In addition, charts are presented
8hou<ng the resu& of G simpli$ed analysis of the e$ecte on the
mam-munz load produced by chine immersion due to increased
beam Lma%ngor unu.wr..lly high. j%ight-pafli angles.
Ektsnwke experimental data obtained with huil models baring
2?2%0,30”, and @o angle8 of dead rise are presented to permit
ei)aluution of the theoretical results.
NTRODUCTION
In order to provide a more rational foundation upon which
to base water-loading requiremerds for the design of sea-
planes, an extensive program of theoretical and e.xperimental
investigations dealing tith h@roclynamic impact loads has
been conducted during the Iast 10 years by the h’atiomd
Advisory Commit tee for Aeronautics. In reference 1 a sur-
vey bf the literature revealed that existing seaplane-impact
theories were did only for impacts where the resultant
velocity is normal to the keel since these theories negIected
the effects of the component of ~elocity pardel to the keel.
By taking into consideration the velocity parallel to the
keeI, reference 1 extended the theory of sefiplane impact to
incIude oblique impacts and presented an eq@ion for the
hydrodwc form which is -did for the entire range of
oblique-impact- conditions.
References 2 and 3 made use of this force equation in an
anal@s of the motions, hydrodynamic loads, and pitching
momenk e~eriencecl by the seaplane throughout the course
of an impact. These studies also shored that all the char-
acteristics of an impact can be expressed in terms of gen-
eralized variables, the -mriations of which during an impact
are governed by a single parameter, calkd the approach
parameter K. The basic theoretical concepts were ako ex-
tended to provide a simphfied analysis of the effects on the
maximum Ioad produced b-j chine immersion remdting from
increased beam loading or unusually high flight-path angles.
The present report, which is based Iargely on references
2 and 3, has been prepared in order to present a unified de-
velopment of the generalized theory, to’ make availabIe in
one source extensive experimental data obtained over a
period of years in the LangIey impact basin, and to provide
various types of generalized charts vrbich may be useful in
seapIane design and in further research.
1Basedon N-ACL4TX-1516,“A CFeneraMedTheoretical and Expxfmental Imws@Won of the Motionsand HydrodyneadcI&ads Erperfenc=dby V-BottomSeaPlamDuringS-
Landing Impactr? by Benjaadu Mlwftzky, 194s,and X-AG.ATX 1.?S0,“A Gnmuzed ThemetfcaIIrmstfgetfon of tbe H@mdymamfcPftcblog Moments Eqwrfenced by V-EOrtom
SeaplanesDuring S@-Lrmding Impacts and ComparkrmsWth Experimer&’by Benfamh Mllwitizky,lW&
~72~3 : ~ f31 953
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SYMBOLS
(Any consistent set of tits maybe employed)
hydrodynamic aspect ratio
distance between center of moments and step,
parallel to keel (see fig. 38)
beam of seaplane (see fig. 1 (a))
distance between center of moments and center of
gravity, normal to keel (see fig. 38)
distance betwccD center of moments and center of
gravity, parallel to keel (see fig. 38)
twodime.nsional hydrodynamic force
total hydrodynamic force, positive upward
gravitational conatrmt
distance of center of prewure forward of step,
parallel to keel
wetted keel length
two-dimensional virtual mass
pitching moment., posit.ivc nose up
imp~ct load factor, normal to wat cr surftwe,
..
~w
——
9
.,
impact. load factor, normal to keel, -~
time after tittial contact with water surface
velocity of seaplane
weight
displacement of step-keel point relative to point
of initial contact with water surface, parallel to
water surface, positive forward (see fig. 1 (b))
displacement of step-keel point relative to point of
initial contact with water surface (draft), nor-
mal to water surface, positive downward (see
fig. I (b))
displacement of step-keel point relative ta point of
initial contact with water surface, parallel to
keel, positive forward (see fig. 1 (b))
displ~cement of step-keel point relat ive to point of
initial contact with water surface, normal to
keel, positive downward (see fig, 1 (b))
dist ante between step and any fixed flow plane,
p~rallel to keel, positive forward (see fig. 1 (b))
dist ante from keel to undisturbed water surface
in any given flow plane, normfil to keel, positive
upward (see fig. 1 (b))
distance from keel to undisturbed water surface
at step, normal to keel, positive upward (see fig.
1 (b)?
angle of dead rise, radians except where othe~wise
noted
trim angle
flight-path angle
mass density of water
load on water
clead-rieenangle functions, relate two-dimensional
virtual mass and penetration normal to keel
*(B) dead-rise-m-igle function; ratio of normal penetra-
tion to wetted width, two-dimensional
4(A) aspect-ratio correction to total virtual mass and
total hydrodynamic force calculated on two-
dimensional basis
41(4 aspect-ratio correction to bydrodynarnic pitching
moment calculated on twodimensionfil bwm
c.
Aload coefficient, —pgbs
c%
wgross-load coefficient,
*
c, speed coefficient, -
;6
Subscript&:
a about any poinb a
c at. instant of chine immersion
e effcc.t-ive
ii hull model
H horizontal
max maximum
N normal to keel
o at instant of initial contact with water surfww
R resultant
8 at or about step
T total
v vert ica.1
Generalized variables:
K approarh parameter, -0 Cos (T+ 70)
‘u generalized displacement, ~,1’ or s .A
u’
t. “generalized velocity, - or ~
t*. o
.
u!! generalized acceleration, -.~ or ;~~~{,;r w,
u generalized time, t~,or or tiuo.i
m generalized pitching moment,
P generalized cent.er-of-pressure clistance,
1.. tan , %$, r orl,p sin r $14) A
WO
r generalized ratio of center-of-pressure distance
W wettwl keel length, I,p #(A)lk ;,(A)
UC chine-immersion parameter, equal to generalized
displacement at instant of chine imtnmsion,
n
~
In the foregoing definitions for the generalized variables,
[1
@+(A)p l’a
r= —--—
s W
~ tan r
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and
.4xes:
xt,zk respect ively parallel and perpendicular to keel
line, positive forward and downward; origin
at point of initial contact with water surface
x+. respectively parallel and perpendicular to water
surface, positive forward and downward; origin
at. point of initial contact- with water surface
f!r respectively parallel and perpendicular to keel
line, positive forward and upward; origin at
step-keel point
Derivatives:
The use of dots o,ver a variable denotes dillerentiation with
respect to time f; prime marks indicate dfierentiation with
respect to generalized time u.
THEORY
TWO-D1MEK91ONALCOMUDEBATIOSS
The classicaI impact. theory of Von Kth-rmfn for vertical
impact of a, w-edge at zero trim (ref. 4), upon which much
subsequent work appears to be founded, was based on the
concept that during the course of an impact the momentum
lost by the imparting body can be considered to be trans-
ferred to some finite mass of water in contact with the body,
which has a downward velocity equal to that of the body.
This fictitious mass of water has been variously termed the
“virtual mass,” “associated mass,” “ equivalent mass, ” or
“apparent mass” of the water. since the entire hit ial
momentum of the body is thus assumed to be distributed
bet ween the I@- and the virtual mass, the momentum of
the body and the virtuaI mass is constant throughout the
impact, and the mot ions of the body subsequent to the
instant of initial contact can be det errnined fl om the basic
relat ionsbip
if the variation of the virtuaI mass mw is sperified.
l-on IWrn6n proposed that the virtual mass be taken
equaI to the mass of a semicylinder of water having a diame-
ter equal to the instantanwms width of the body in the plane
of tbe undisturbed water surface. This treatment assumes
the virtual mass to be the same as that on one side (one-haIf
the total mass) of a flat plate equal in width to the intersected
width of the body and moving in an unbounded fluid. Wag-
ner attempted to obtain improved values for the virtuaI mass
h~- taking into account the rise of the water surface (see fig.
I (a)) which is generated in the. vicinity of the body during
the impact and references 5 and 6 determined two difTerent
solutions for the virtuaI mass which were derived by separate
methods.
The treatments by Yon K&mAn, Wagner, and Pabst
(ref. 7), as well as most- other investigations published prior
to about 1940, SIthough difTering in some detaik, have one
important hypothesis in common-nameIy, that the mo-
mentum of the seaphme and its “attached” virtual mass is
constant throughout the impact. This concept is -did for
the vertical impact of a huII at zero trim and is aIso applicable
to the impact of a hull with a finite trim an~e, p~yided
the resultant veIocity is normal to the keel, tice, in b@h
cases, the momentum lost by the htdl is transmitted to the
water which remains in contact with the huII throughout
the impact. The concept is not did, however, whenever
a component of veIocity paralleI to the keel is present, as
in impacts of conventional seaplanes, since the motion of
the huH aIong its axis causes a loss of momentum to the
downwash behind the step, thus violating the assumption
of moment urn conservation between the hull and its attached
virtual mass.
THREZ-DIMZNSIOXALCASE
Basic assumptiona.-The general three-dimensional prob-
Iem is concerned with the case of an oblique impact of a
wedge-shaped body at a finite trim angIe. The resultant
-ieIocity may make any angle with the keel and with the
-water surface. In the present analysis the trim angle is
considered to be constant throughout the impact. As in
reference 1, it is assumed that the primary flow about an
immersing slender shape, such as a keeIed seaplane float or
hull, occurs in transve~e flow planes which may be con-
sidered fiwd in spare and oriented essentially perpendicular
to the keel. (See fig. 1.) Because of the absence of a sat-
isfactory three-dimensional theory, the motion of the fluid
in each flow--plane element is treated as a twodimensionaI
phenomenon and is assumed to be independent of that in
the other flow planes. In order to account for the effecti
of longitudinal components of flow and end Iosses that
exist in the three-dimensional ease, the tot aI hydrodynamic
forces and moments on the seaplane, which are obtained by
integrating the reactions of the individual flow-plane ele-
ments in contact with the huII, are somewhat modified
(reduced) by application of an aspect-rat io type of correction.
The effects of gravitational and viscous forces, which in an
impart are normally small in comparison with the inertia
forces, are neglected.
Momentum considerations. -The flow process within a
particular stationary flow-plane eknent begins when the
keel penetrates the water surface and enters that fiow-pIane
element. At all times thereafter, the momentum imparted
to the water in the flow pIane is determined solely by the
growth of the hull cross-sectionaI shape intersected by the
flow plane and may be expressed as the product of the virtual
mass associated with the immersed cross section and the veloc-
ity of penetration into the flow pIane (velocity normaI to the
keeI), that is, Momentum=mw}, as in the twodimensional
case. In the three-dimensional case, however, after the
step has passed through a given flow plane due to the
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component of motion along the axis of the hull, the intcr-
scctal cross section ceases to exist and the plane and the.
momentum contained therein become pmt of the wake or
downwash bebind the step where they remain thereafter,
independent of the subsequent progress of the impact.
h the case of a prismatic body, the component of velocity
paraIlel to the keel has no efftict on thu amount of momentum
contained in the fluid within each of the. flow planes in
contact with the ludl but does determine tbu number of
flow planes left behind and, therefore, the distribution of
momentum between the water still in contact with the hull
and the downwash behind the step. As a result, the time.
history of the motion of the seaplane during impact is
greatly intlucnced by tho magnitude of the velocity paralld
to the lwcl since the motion is governed not solely by Lbc
amount of momentum transferred to the water directly in
contact with the bull bottom (virtual ma=) but by the totul
transfer of momentum. In other words, conservation of
morncmtum exists not. just between the body and its “at-
tached” virt.uaI maes, as in tlw two-dimensional case, but
I.wtween the body, the virtuaI mass, and the downwasb.
Herein lies the easent.iaI difference between the classical
twodim cnsiond approach to the seaplane-impact problem
and the practical three-dimensional phenomenon.
Hydrodynamic reactions.-The previous section discussed
the impact process from the momentum standpoint.. The
Ixhvior of the seaplane can also be anaIyzed by considera-
tion of the hydrodynamic reactions produced by the impact,
Th instantaneous reaction of Lhc fluid contained in a
given flow-plane element is determined by the rate at which
momentum is imparted to the fluid within the flow pIane;
therefore, on a two-dimensions.I basis, the hydrodynamic
fmcc in a flow pbbne is given hy
.f=$(Momentum in flOWplane)
(1)
In tlw case of a prismatic body, since viscous forces are
considered negligible, the force contributed by a particular
flow-plane. element is normal to t.bc keel ancl is independent
of the velocity pa.rahd to tho keel. As shown by equation
(1), the hydrodynamic react.ion in the flow-plane. element is
governed solely by tbc rate of growth of the virtual mass
associated with t.bc intersected cross section, by the instan-
taneous magnitude of the virtuaI mass, and by the com-
ponents of velocity and acceleration normal to the keel.
Although tho force in any given flow plane is unaffected
by the motion parallel to the keel, the total hydrodynamic
force on the MI at any instant, on the other hand, dots
depend greatly on the component of vcIocity parallel to the.
keel since this component, in conjunction with Lbe vtdocity
normal to the keel, governa thti degree of penetration reIat,ive
to the water surface of the hull as a whole and, therefore, the
wetted Iength and the number of ffow-pIane elements in
contact with the hull bottom aL any given instant.. Since
the ordy e]cments capahlc of producing reactions on Lho hull
are those in contacL with the hull, the importance of the
velocity parallel to tht) keel, with regard to both the instant-
aneous. force as welI as the time-history behavior of the sea-
plane, is again establishwl.
k previously indicated, considerations of the hydrody-
namic reactions rather than of momentum conservation nrc
employed to derive tiLt.! btisic equations upon which t IIc
mathematical development of tl.w present report is based.
The sam~ results can be obtaine(l, of course, by eit.bcr
approach,
Virtual nmss,-The analysis of tlm impact proccas, whether
by consideration of hydrodynamic reactions or conservation
of momentum, requires the determination of Llw virlual mtiss
of the irmnimcd parL of the hull. As previously indicatt~{l,
this is accomplished in the present wudysis by summing up
the two-dimensional increments of virtual mass associated
with the intcrscctmi hull cross sections and applying an over-
all aspect-ratio type of cornwtion factor ta take into account
deviations from the idealized representation considered.
In potentitil flow, the two-d imensiorml virtua] mass of n]]y
hull cross section is dctermiued hy the size and t.bc shtipc of
tho intmscctd cross section immersed in the flow phtnc. In
the case of straight-sided V-shaped cross sections, if the chines
arc not immersed, thti flow putt.crns at u1l degrees of prlM~-
trat ion are geometrically simikw, Thus, any Aaractwiatic
dimension which may be used to represent the geometric size
of the virtual mass is directly prol)orLicmul to Lht!pcnet rut.ion,
and the magnitude of thu virtual mass is conscqucntiy pro-
portional to Lhc square of the penetration. The propor-
t.ionaIity factor @) is determined by the dead-rise ang]c B.
The Lwodimensional virtutil mass of any V-shaped cross
secbion may tbercforc be di3tlucd as
m.=e(fl) Pj-2 (q)
where p is Lhe mass densiLy of Lhc fluid tmd f is thv p{’nrt rti-
tion normaI to the keel, If tlm virt,ual muss is intcrprctcd in
terms of an equivalent circular scrnicylindrr of wutrr, as has
been done in many papers,
(2a)
where the quantiLyj(@) ~ represents the radills of the cquivn-
lent sernicylimh~r. With this interpretation
The correction factors representing the rcducLions in 10M
force and pitching moment. due to finite nspcct ratio in thu
three-dimensional case may, for t-he present, h written as
~(~) and @l(~), rcspcctivcIy. sinct?. the quantities ~(p),
~(fO, 444, and #1(4 arc comtant during an impact of a
prismatic V-shaped body at fi-wd trim, the mathema( it’al
derivations and the general solutions of the equations of
motion are indcpcmdent of the explicit forms of the functions.
The fimt part of the analysis is therefore carried out in t.crms
of the foregoing unddined functiomd notation in order to
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keep the over-all trtmt ment general and to permit use of
imprcmed functions as a better understanding of the flow
phmomenon is obtained. h a subsequent section of the
report, explicit expressions for the dead-rise-angle vrwiat ion
and the aspect-ratio correction factors, derived from previous
work, are suggested and discussed in order to permit direct
application of the basic theoretical results to the prediction
of the motions, forces, and moments experienced by any
giren V-bottom seaplane during a step impact.
GENERAL RELATIONSHIPS DURING IMPACT
011 the IMsis of the foregoing theoretical concepts, an
al]alysis is made to determine the motions, hydrodynamic
loads, and pitching moments encountered by a V-bottam sea-
plane during a step impact. The analysis appIies equaIIy to
ti first impact or to a subsequent impart occurring after the
seaplane has rebounded from the water surface, provided the
initial conditions me taken at the beginning of the impact
undw consideration. Since conventional seaplane floats and
hulls are essentially prismatic for an appreciable distance
forward of the step, the analysis is carried out under the as-
sumption that the immersed part. of the body has constant
cross section. The trim angle is assumed to remain essen-
t ially constant during the relatively short duration of the
impact.
Figure 1 (b) shows a schematic representation of a seaplane
with a prismatic bottom in the process of immersion during
tin impact at a positive trim angIe r. The water beneath the
kt,el ~ Comidered to be divided into flow--pI&ne elements of
thickness d: which tire fixed in space and oriented normaI
to the keel. Two sets of stationary axes and one set of
moving aws ar~ shown. The axes TUand ZWare taken par-
alIeI and perpendicular to the water surface, respectively,
with positive directions as shown anti with the origin fi~ed
at the point of initird contact between the step and the water
surface. The axes x~ and Et are taken paralleI and per-
pwldicular to the lieeI Iine, with origin fixed at the point of
initial tout uct. ThtJ trees &and ~ move with the seaplane.
a.ml are taken pm-allel and perpenc{icular to the keel, with
origin at the step-keel point..
The coordinates x“, zS, r,, and a denote displacements of
the step-keel point rdative to the point of initiaI contact..
The coordinate c denot~ the distance between the step and
tul~ given fked flow plane. The penetration into any such
flow plane is given by f, which represents the fit~ce from
the keel to the undisturbed water surftice in the flow plane.
The penetration at the step is designated by the dimension
~, which moves with the body. The wetted keel length is
r~presellt Cd by [k.
DyNAhUCAL RELA’2’IOXSHIPS
Instantaneous force.—1n accordance with the previous
discussion, the reaction of the fluid in any given flow-plane
element. to the motion of the body is given by equation (1):
The tot al hydrodynamic force on the body, which acts
normal to the keel, is the sum of the reactions of al~ the flow
pIanes in contact with the body. Integrating along the
wetted keel length and applying the aspect-ratio factor I#@)
as an over-alI correction for end-flow losses gives
The two-dimensiona~ virtual mass was previously expressed
in terms of the penetration into the flow plane by
na.=dfl) p{~
Therefore,
dmwSubstituting for mw and ~ and bringgg to the outside of
the integrak the terms that are constant along the length
permits the equation for the total forre to be written m
‘r from geometric con-Siuce ~= (1~—f) tan r and ik= ~
siderations, substituting and performing the indicated inte-
grat ions gives
From figure I(b) it can be seen thut && —(r~+f#.
Since each flow-plane element is considered fiwd in space,
the distance (z~+ g) is constant with respect to time; there-
fore, diHerentititing with respect to time gives
These simple kinematic relationships are, of course, evident
by inspection since, for a straight-Iine keel, motion parallel
to the keel has no effect on the value of F in”any given flow
plane in contact tith the keel. Therefore, the equation for
the tot al hydrodynamic force becomes
.(3)
Equations of motion.-The motions of the seaplane during
impact can be anaIyzed by treating the seaplane as a free
body and applying A’ewton’s second Iaw. If the wing lift
is assumed ~mtan~ and equal to the weight of the seaplane,
the hydrodynamic force must be equal to the inertia reaction
and the equation of motion for the seaplane is given by
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which expresses the ins.tant.aneous relationship among the
motion variables at any time during the impact. In applying
equation (4) it is important to bear in mind that, due to the
effect, of the component of velocity parallel to the keel, ,& is
not equal to the first derivative of f, in the gemmd case of
an impact where the resultant velocity is oblique to the keel.
Only when the resultant velocity is normal to the keel is
& cq~lal to ~#.
Tile. behavior of the seaplane can be analyzed either in
t.tmns of the coordinate system orient cd with respect to the
keel or in terms of the coordinates relative to the water
surface. The first approach is valuable for correlation with
Iligh t-test data obttiincd with airborne inst.rumentution,
wllercaq the second apprcmc.h is useful when dealing with
data obtained in laboratory testing where measurements are
normally taken with respect ta the water surface. For the
plwposes of this report, the basic equations of moLion are
derived in terms of both sets of coordinates.
(a) Coordinates oriented with respect to the keel.
Equation (4) can be written as
Mom figure 1(b) it can be seen thaL
it= i, +X* tan ‘r
Sillce the resultant force is normal to the keel, the velocity
parallel to the keel& is constant throughout the impact. and
is equal to the initial value k%; therefore,
..
cik=(,
Sllbstituting for & and 2k in equation (4a) gives
(1+Pt~)~,+3r’fj(~,+*% tan T)*=O (5)
. d~,Sincv ~S= ~j —~ equation (5) can be rcadiIy integrated
d r,
hct.wecn limits by direct quadrature in the following form:
This integration gives
or, in terms of .&t
The foregoing equations permit the detwminat ion of the
velocity, the displaccmcnt, and the acceleration (or hydro-
dynamic force) encountered by the seaplano throughout. the
course of an impact for any given initial conditions l~o and
~%. By tisuming successive values of the normal vr]ocit y
il<~%, the normal penetration of t.hr step ~, and the normal
acceleration 5k during the impact can be calculated from
equations (6) and (4a), respect.ivcly. Sinw integration of
equation (6) in c!osed form does not appeur feasible, the cor-
responding values of the time uftw- contacL con be deter-
mined by numerical or graphical integration as indimted by
or
J
‘k (f~k
t= -..–
iko z ~
(b) Coordinates oriented with respect to tlw water surface:
Since the resultant force is normal to the keel
F,. = FN cOS T (7)
.
In order to write the equatio~l for FN in terms of the coorJi-
nat.es reIativc to the water surfacr, it is necessary to subs Li-
tute t.hr respective relationships between ~,, & ;~ and e~, ic,
2- into cquot ion (4).
From figure I (b) it is evident. from geomet rir considcrti-
tions that.
t8=”*Cos r
It can also be seen that
(8)
Since kk=i~ is 8 consta[~t,
and, ditTwenLiating equation (8a) gives
i?u
i?t=—Cos r
(8a)
(8b)
This result is, of coune, immediately evident by inspection
since the resultant acceleration, like the resultant force, is
normal to the kceI.
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Substituting equations (8), (8a), and (8b) into equation
(4) and applying equation (i’) permits the vertical force to
he expressed as
integrating equation
coordinates in equation
(9a) by quadrature or transforming
(6) gives
(lo)
The motions of the seapiane during impact can be deter-
mined by a.~uming arbitrary values of i.< i% and calcu-
lating corresponding values of Zw and ~= from equations
(10) and (9a\, re5pect.iveIy. The corresponding values of
time after contact can be determined by numerimd or
graphical integration as indicated by
t=
r
Z- dzu
.0 z
or
J
Q d&
t=, ~
‘Wo ‘w
As can be seen, equations (4a) and (9a) and equations (6)
and (10 ) have essent ially the same form, as might be expected.
.%[though the problem treated in the present analysis
invo~ves some seven physical constants, such as P, T, W, and
the initial velocity components, it can be seen from equations
(4al and (6) and equations (9a) and (10) that the motions
of the seaplan~ during an impact are governed by a set of
three combined dimensional constants. In the zt,z~ coordi-
nate system, these combined constants are I’, Z%, and
t% tan r; in the rw,z= coordinate system, the constants are
A, i%, and 1% sin r = (5% cos r—i% sin r) sin r. Thus,
for any given set of vaIues of these constants, identical
mot ione wilI restdt regardless of the individual values of
the primary physicaI constants which comprise the com-
hinwl constants.
The constants L’and A are configuration factors such that
l’st~ and As& represent the instantaneous ratio of the virtual
mass at any penetration to the mass of the seapIane. The
C(8) @(.4) d 43 c&4)quantities –3= an ~ sti ~ ~92~ which m-e contained
in I’ and A, respectively, are shape factors determined by
the geometry of the immersed part of the hull, such that
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virtual mass. If the virtual masa in any flow-plane element
is interpreted in terms of the mass of a semicylindrical disk
of fluid, as is often done, then the tot aI virtual mass is the
sum of these mass elements and may be considered as the
mass contained in an equivalent half-cone of fluid. If the
length of the equivalent haIf-cone is taken equal to the
wetted keel length, then the area of the half-cone at the step
is given in terms of the normal penetration of the step by
c@ @(~) r,2, which includes the reduction due to end-flow
losses, applid uniformly along the length.
The quantities ~% tan r and ~% sin ~ are, respectively,
increments of velocity normaI to the keeI and normal to
the water surface produced by the motion of the hull parallel
to the keel. The component of veIocity parallel to the keel,
which is a constant during the impact, causes the immersed
part of the huII, for a given displacement of the hulI in the
direction perpendicular to the keel, to be smaller than that
which would exist if there were no longitudinal velocity
component. .le a result, there is a smalIer virtual mass
and” a smaIler force acting on the hulI and a transfer of
moment urn to the downw-ash behind the step, MI previously
discussed. Consideration of the effects of the velocity com-
ponent paraIIel to the keel in the analysis makes the fore-
going equations, either in terms of the z~,z~ coordinates or
the r.,.zmcoordinat es, applicable to the entire range of 13ight-
path angles between 0° (limiting condition of planing) and
90° (resultant- velocity norrnd to keel).
Generalized relationships.-h the preceding section,
solutions for the motions of a seaplane during an impact
were presented in terms of the relationships among the
d.mensionaI variables of displacement, velocity, accelera-
tio~ and time. It was also shown that the variation of
these dimensional variables during an impact is governed by
the values of a set of three combined dimensional constants.
Site each one of these combined constants may take on
any of a large range of values, depending on the geometric
and mass characteristics of the seapIane and the impact
conditions under consideration, a large number of solutions
and graphs would be required in order to cover the complete
range of seaplane and impact parameters.
In order to decrease the number of independent constants
which have to be considered, the equations may be general-
ized by replacing the dmeneionaI variahks by suitable
generalized dimensionless variables. These part icuIar d~-
mensionIess variabIes are called generalized variables to
distinguish them from the more restricted dimensionless
variables which can be obtained by means of pure dimension-
less analysis. The form of these generahzed variables
cannot be determined by dimensional analysis alone, since
dimensional anaIyeis without the equations of motion
cannot reveal the Iawe of variation with those parameters,
such as e(f?), r, and W, which are dimensionless quantities
to begin with.
The introduction of these generdiied variables permits
the relationships among the mot ion and time variables
during impacts under different sets of conditions to be
reduced to a common basis; thus, fewer solutions are re-
quired to cover the entire range of seaplane and impact
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parameters, and the presentation and correlation of both
theoretical and e.xpcrimental results is greatly simplified.
The generalized variables to be introduced are u the
generalized displmicment.t tit the genertdizcd vcIocity, u{~
the generalized accclerat.ion, and u the gt?nerahzed time.*
The same gcnmdizcd variabIcs will bc shown to apply
equally to both the x~,z~ and the zW,ZMeoordhate systems.
The derivation makes usc of the following relationships
which ]MLvepreviously been determined:
A=A ---Cos T
[,=;k_ .iWi% ttlu r=—
P(3S i-
In order to generalize the equations of motion, let
4
. -.
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
I The syrnboh end the terrnfnulogyused to destgmetethe gunerallzedmrte.blesfn the
presentre~rt Mfer fmmthoseempIoyedin referencesz and 3rmdbra mrrntwrof subsequent
papersW on tbew refdwnces. The newsystemof notatfonM beenadoptedforgreater
clarltyand oonvanlencaInthe mathematicaldevelopmentand the terminologyheebeenmade
to mrreepondmorecloselywith that generallyh fn tbe flefdofdynmrrks. Tbe symbolu
tn the pres.?ntreport mrrwpondato the formersymbol Cdwhichwantermed tbe “draft co.
ellident”; U’wasprevloualydea@akl ~l~aand termedtbe “velocltyretlo”; U“corresponds
h-Cl whereCIwestermedthe ‘qoad-factormernetent”;u waapreriodelydMgnat.edCland
termed the ‘Wne meflkfent.”
If the generalized varialdcs u, u’, u“, and u arc substitu tcd
for the dimensional variables, equmt.ions (4a) and (9a) both
reduce to the same equation, namely
(l+@~’’+3@(~’+K) 2=0
‘.lnJCos (T+ To)=—
sm To
,Similar substitution rccfuccs cqufi. tions
folIowing cquat ion:
r )sin 7
(6) and (10) to the
(17)
“Equations (15) and (17) show tlmt the motions of the
seaplane, with reference 10 either the XL,z~or the z=, zWcoor-
dinate systems, can be expressed in terms of generalized
variables which are related to one another nt alI instants
during the course of an impact by a single dimensionless
pa.ramet.er K, called tlw upproach pararnctcr, which is deter-
mined by the trim anglr 7 find the flight-pW1l angle Toat tllc
instant of initial contact,. Since all genertdizcd variwb]cs
corresponding to the same instant. are uniquely relntcd
through K, for any given -rahle of Kthere is a single relation-
ship bctwccn any LWO of these l-ariab]es (luring tll~ impact,,
regardless of the individua] values of the constants repre-
senting the seaplane properties, attitude, and initial vclori-
ties. Thus, the relationship between any two of the genmd-
izcd variables during an impact can be rcprcscntcd by a
single curve for each value of K. Furt.hermorc, rt single
variation viith K exists for each of the gcnernlizcd varinblcs
representing the state of motion and the time corresponding
to any given stage of the imphctr, such m tlw instunl, of
maximum acceleration, maximum pmwtration, and so forth.
For a given value of K, the form of each of the generfi]ized
variables shows how variations in tile physicnl conelants,
such as the seaplane weight., dead-rise angle, trim angle,
flight-path angle, initial velocity, and water density, affect
the values of the dimensional varisldes at any given stage of
the impact. Since the genmdized trcatnwnt, by taking into
accoun~ the individual effects of the various seapkmc
chsracterist.ics and impnct conditions, in accordance with
the laws governing the variation of the motion with these
quantities, permits reduction of 811 time histories for the
same value of K h a common basis, K may, in this sense, be
considered as a criterion of impact similfirity.
ii graph of K, in teI’IIE of the trim aIlg]O and the inithd
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flight-path angler is presented in figure 2. For research
purposes, laboratory tests may be made at vfdues of K
ranging from zero for impacts where the resultant velocity
is normal to the keel (7.=90° —r; nerm-~ertical-dmp con-
dition) to values approaching infinity at the limiting condi-
tion of pIaning. In smooth water, -yOand r are referred to
the horizonta] phme. .%s indicated in references S and 9,
the motion of the seaplane in sea-way may be approximated
lJ~ rotating the &xes and taking the initiaI conditions reIative
to the \vave surface. .Uthough statistical data showing the
frequency of occurrence of the initiaI conditions encountered
in normaI seapIane opemtions are not available, the practical
range of values of the ripproach parameter for con~entional
seapIanes is probably between K= 0.2 and K= 10.
The relationship between the generalized c[isplacement
and the generalized velocitj-, as obtained from equation (17],
is giren by
Sinre, from equation (15),
(Iia)
the relationship between the generalized acceleration and
thv generalized veIocity is given by
(1s)
By assuming sucressiveIy smqller values of the generalized
velorit v u’< 1, corresponding sim,uh aneous values of the
.
generalized rlisplarement u and the generahzed acceleration
u“ throughout the course of an impact can be calculated
from equations (17a) and (15a), respectively, for any given
value of the approach parameter K.
on the basis of the foregoing equations, figures 3 to 5
show the relationships between the generalized motion
variables during impact for values of K co-iering a large
range of seaplane parameters and initiaI conditions.
Since further integration of the equations of motion in
analytical form does not appear feasibIe, numericaI or
graphical integration as indicated by
can be employed to determine the generalized time cor-
responding to the instant at which any given set of the
generalized motion variables exists. Figures 6 to 8 present
generalized time histories of the motion variabl- from the
instant of Wltial contact untti the instant of exit during
rebound, based on the equations presented in this section.
In applying figures 3 to S to particular problems involving
intermediate values of K, interpolation of the calculated
curves should provide sufficient accuracy for most practical
purposes. Since the generalized accelemt ion-time curves
cross one another, interpolation of th= curves may b&-
faci~itated by construction of an auxiliary graph of, -$
ma
against ~~ to be used in conjunction with curv= “of u“
and u corresponding to the instant of maximum acceleration.
As can be seen from figures 3 to S, the equations of-motion
field doubk-wdued functions for u’(u), u“ (u), and u(u).
This result is due to the fact that each value of u is reached
twice during an impact: once whiIe th~ senplane is on the
way do-iv-ninto the water (u’ positive) and once while on the
way out (u’ negative). The functions u(u”), u’ (u”), and
u(u’1) are dso doubl~valued since u“ is zero at the instant
of initiaI contact, increases to a maximum, and then drops to
zero again tit the instant- of exit as the seaplane rebounds
from the surface of the water.
.h shown by equation (1) the force contributed by a given
flow-plane element may be considered to arise from two
sources; namely, the rate of change of moment urn
accompanying the expansion of the rirtual mass with
penetration into the flow plane ancl the inertia reaction
associated ~-ith the acceIemtion of the virtual mass. For a
prismatic hull at positive trim, under the assumption of two-
dimensionaI flow within the flow planes, the force due to the
~pansion of the virtuaI mass is IinearIy distributed aIong
the keeI, whereas the inertia reaction of the virtual mass
folIows a quadratic variation. (See fig. 1 (b).) The shape
of the Longitudinal distribution of the total force in each
flow pIane during an impart is, of course, determined by the
reIative maa~it udes of the component- distributions. For
exampIe, in the case of steady-tate planing, since there is no
acceleration, the totaI force is Iinearly distributed aIong the
keel and the center of pressure is located at a distance equal
to one-third the wetted length forward of the step.
Under actual three-dimensional conditions, however, as a
result of the longitudinal components of flow introduced by
the pressure gradient along tlie keeI and the finite Iength,
the theoretical distributions shouId be somewhat modilied,
probably as shown qualitative& by the broken-ke curves in
figure 1 (b), so that the equation for the force in a flow plane
(eq. (1)) becomes
where the ratio of the actuaI force in any flow pIane to the
force calculated under the assumption of two-dimensioned
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flow, as represented by the functions jl (.4, f) and j*(A, f), is
determined by the. geometry of the immersed part of the
hull and the station under consideration.
In order to take into account these Wee-dimensional
effects, the total load on the seaplane, which was determined
on a two-dimensional basis, was previously reduced by the.
application of an aspect-ratio type of correction d(~) which
depends on the immersed shape of the. hull. A similar type
of approximate over-all reduction factor 41(A) is appIied
herein to the hydrodynamic pitching moments calculated
on the basis of two-dimensional considerations.
Instantaneous moment. —The. hydrodynamic pitching
moment about the step is given by
Performing the indicate(l integration an(l applying the
appropriate geometric relationships gives
Generalized relationships,-Wit.h the generalized motion
vtiriables prcwiously defined, generalized expressions can be
obtained for tht! pitching moment, the, center-of-pressure
distance, and the rat io of the cxmter-of-prmsure distanvc to
the wetted keel length:
(a) Pitching moment:
Equations (19) can be reduced to the same gemx-alizcd
equation by substituting for the dimensional variables the
generalimd variables previously defined by equations (11),
(13), (14), and (16). This substitution results in the forma-
tion of a generalized pi t.thing-mornent variabl~’ for the st~.p
m,, which, at any instant, is related to the corresponding
generalized displacement, generalized velocity, and gener-
alized acceleration by the equation
[ 1
?71,=U8 (U’+ K)2+~ (20)
where the generalized pitching moment about the step is
defined by s
(21)
Introducing into equation (20) the relationships between
tbe generalized motion variables given by equations (15a)
and (17a) results in the folio wing equations:
Uu’f
m*=-- ()3. 1+$ (22)
[
3u~
ni,=u~(u’ + KY 1—
14(1+U9 (23)
—.
IThefzenemdkedpkehing momentafnrutthe step m, wm fwmerIy dee.fenstedC., and
lvrmeiithe “pitnhlng.momenteG?Efeient.”
and
[
?l 1+ K J(+-71 F.) 1[
1/81+K K (+-~)
m’= -u- —12 ?l’+Ke –1 3 +~j-+–X e 1
(24)
SuI.)stit ut.ing the relationship between u“ rmri u‘, ns given
by equation (18), into equation (24) provides the relation-
ship l.wtwee.n the generalized pitching moment and the
generalized velocity:
(25)
FroIu equation (25) and the definition of the generalized
pitching moment, equations (21), it can be seen that, for any
given stage of the impact, the dimensional pitrhing moment
about the step is independent of the dead-rise angle.
(b) Center of pressure:
The distance of the c.enter of prvssure forward of the step
is designated ICP,where by definition
l+ (26)
Substituting for .1[, and FN in terms of the generalized
variables permits the cent cr-of-pressure distance to be
repressed in terms of a generalized center-of-pressure d is-
tance p which is defined by 4
(27)
and which is rclat w{ to the generalized pitching momenl and
the generalized acceleration by the mprcssion
P:= -— (28)
The combination of equation (22) with equat inu (28) gives
the relationship bctwcon the generalized center-of-pressure
distant.c and the generalized displaceme?nL, which app]ics for
all values of K:
(29)
Combining equations (24) rmd (28) gives the relationship
between the generalized rxmter-of-pressure distance and t.hc
generalized velocity:
(30)
(c) Ratio of center-of-pressure distance to wetted length:
Substituting thd geometric relationship between the pcnc-
Lration and Lhe wetted length into cquat ions (27) and (28)
4The generalizedmntw.of-pressuredfstanm p was furmerIydesfgnatti C,, and termed
the “center+f-pmssuremefilc[ent.”
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pwmits expressing the ratio of the center-of-pressure distance
to the wetted keel length in terms of the generalized pitching-
moment. arcelerat ion, and displacement wmiahles by
rflqr=——
uut’
where r is defined by 6
(31)
(32)
Substituting in equation (31) for u, u“, and ~ in terms
of u’, by means of equations (lia), (18), and (25), respec-
tively, gives the relationship between r and the generalized
velocit.v:
(33)
Combining equations (17a) and (33) gives the relation-
ship between r and the generalized displacement which
applies for all values of K:
(34)
As in the case of the pitching moment .11,, the ratio of
the center-of-pressure distance to the wetted keel length
1.,/[, at any stage of the impact is seen, from equations (32)
, and (33), to be independent of the dead-rise angle.
On the basis of the foregoing equations, figures 9 to 18
&how the theoretical variations during impact of the gert-
eralized pitching moment. about the step, the generalized
center-of-pressure distance, and the ratio of the center-of-
preasure distance to the wetted keel length, for a range of
values of the approach parameter K.
It is of interest to note from the form of the generalized
variables that, although the pitcKlng moment at any stage
of the impact varies as the square of the initial velocity,
the location of the center of pressure is independent of the,
ve~ocity and is determined primarily by the vietted keel
length. In fact, as shown by equation (34), the distance
of the center of pressure forward of the step is generally
only slightly greater than one-third the wetted keel length
since u< 1 for the practicaI range of impact conditions. This
small difference from the one-third point is due to the quad-
ratic nature of the longitudinal distribution of the negative
(downward) increment in hydrodynamic load accompanying
the ciecelerat ion of the virtual mass (see fig. 1 (b)). When
this quadratic distribution is added vectorially to the linear
distribution of the positive load caused by the expansion of
the virtual mass, the resulting distribution of the total hydro-
dynamic load is not quite linear and the center of preesure
is shifted shghtly forward in comparison with that for a
perfectly linear distribution.
The extent of this forward shift of the center of pressure
depends, of course, on the relative magnitudes of the linear
and quadratic distributions and increases with penetration,
as shown by equation (34). Consequently, the most for-
ward location of the center of pressure, both in an absolute
sense and in relation to the wetted length, will be attained
at the instant of maximum penetration. For impacts at
JThe ratio d the center-of-pmswredkte.neeto the wetted Ien,gthr wedGxmerlgdesfg-
matti c.
low values of K, thii forward shift of center of pressure in
terms of the wetted length may become quite large when the
penetration is veqy deep. As the ltilting condition of plan-
ing (K= co) is approached, however, since there is no acceler-
ation, the total load is linearly distributed along the keel
and the center of preesure is located at. a distance forward
of the step equal to exactly one-third the wetted length. .b
shown by figures 18 and 27, for the practicaI range of
seaplane impact conditions (vahes of K>()..2), the shift of
the center of pressure forward of the one-third point is smaII
and, for practiraI purposea, may generally be neglected.
Transfer of moments. —The determination of the pitching
moment about the step and the center of pressure readily
permits the calculation of the hydrodynamic moment about
any point on the seapIane. For any point a Iocated at a
distance a forward of the step (measured parallel to the
keeI) .
31==FN (lcp–a)
Substituting for Fx from equation (26) gives
()M.= M’ 1 –; c?. (35)
From equation (35) and the definitions of m, and p, equa-
tions (21 ) and (27), the generalized pitching moment about
the point a is given by
()m==m, 1— ~1CP (36)
or
[
+(.4) ~
m==? p—a tan 7 —
@I(~) 1
[
@(A)
1 \
(37)
=? p—a sin r —4+4) ‘i ,
where m. is detined by
(38)
RELATIONSHIPS AT PARTICULAR STAGES OF THE IMPACT
The preceding section present cd an analysis of the motions,
hydrodynamic Ioads, and pitching moments encountered by
a seapIane throughout the course of an impact and derived
generalized relationships among the variables which are valid
from the instant of initial contact until the seaplane rebounds
from the water surface. The present section makes use of
these results to determine the rdationships vrhlch exist at
particular stages of the impact, such as at the instant of
maximum acceleration, the instant of maximum pitching
moment, the instant of maximum penetration, and the
instant- of exit during rebound from the water surface.
These relationships are shown in figures 19 to 31.
IIWTASTOF MAXIMUM ACCZLERATIOX
At the instant of maximum acceleration, the Whd deriva-
tive of the displaoement is equal to zero. Therefore, differen-
tiating equation (15) and set ting u’”= Ogives the relationship
between the generalized acceleration, the generalized
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displacement, and the generalized velocity at tlm instant of
mmirnum acceleration, with K as parameter, This relation-
ship may be written as
~,,= U’(U’+ K) (2—US)—
2U(1 +?P)
(39)
f5eLLingequation (39) equal to equation (15a), which ho~ds
throughout the hnpuct, gives the relationship between the
velocity and the displacement at the
accclerat.ion, namely,
or
Substituting in equation (39) permits
eratiou to be axpreaeed in terms of the
instant of maximum accelera~ion by
iinstant of maximum
(40)
., ...,.- (4 Oa)
the maximum accel-
displacement at the
3 K%4~(2-u9~Uf’=-. (2–7U’)9 (1 +U’)
or, in terms of the velociLy at the same instant, by
‘i!tx7u2’’KY8~tt=_-
- (41)
Combining equations (17a) and (4o) resuIts in the rela-
tionship between the displacement at the instant of maximum
acceleration and the upproach parameter K:
d(’ K+ 7) —-2 . ~- K(2-U3)(1+U’)
(1+K)(2–Us}= ‘g’ (1+ K)(2–7u’) (43)
TIM relationship between the velocity at the instant of
maximum acceleration and Kis obtained by set.ting equation
(40aj equal to equation (17a):
( 1 1 ) (9u’+ 6K) (d +K)=bge (7UI+6K)(1+K)K ~~K (44)
If equation (43) could be solved analytically it would yield
tlw displacement u at the instant of maximum acccdcration
as a funcLion of K, %nilar]y, equation (44) would yield the
VelO~it~ ‘U’ at nlaXiI1lUm acceleration aS a fUnCtiOI_IOf K.
Substitution of u(K) in equation (41) or U’(K) in Cquation (42)
\vouId t,hcn give the maximum acceleration u“ as a function
of K, that is u“(K). However, since solution of equations
(43) and (44) in closed form ia not possible, recourse maybe
had to numerical, tabular, or graphical solutions of tlwsc
equations to de.terminc U(K) and ‘u’(K) at the hst.ant of
rmcsimum acceleration. With them values the mrmirnum
acceleration u“ (K) can be determined from either equation
(39), (41), or (42),
Values of u, u’, and u“ at the instant of maximum accel-
cration, which have been determined from the foregoing
equations, are Iisted in table I for a range of values of K and
are shown plotted against K in figures 19 (a) to (c), as wd
as in figures 20, 22, and 23 where they are compared with
experimental datu,
For convenience in design studies where it may bo desir-
able to have an analyticid expression for the relationship
between the maximum generalized acceleration and thv
approach parameter K, thisrelationship has been appl’OXi-
mated by Etting the following quadratic equation to the
more exact results prfwiously determinorl:
utJ=- (0.61 +0.92 K–O.016fi (OS KS1O) (45)
Equation (45) gives values of tht~ ~ntiximum aecclcraLion
which aemco with the more fxact. results withirl 2 pmcent for
VdUeS of Kbf2hWCn o ad 10.
Values of the generalized til!le corresponding to the iusthnt
of maximum acceleration, whirh were ctilculahxl for pw’-
t,ictiar vahws of K by integrating th(! relationship IwLweeu
the generalized motion variables in th[! tnanncr previously
discussed, are given in t.al]It’ 1 aml arc plot.td agg~inst K in
figure 19 (d) a9 WC1las in figure 24 for comparison with cx-
pmiment.al data.
The dctwvnination of tlw wmdit.ions of motion ut the inst~n~
of ma--mum acceleration rcadiIy permits the calcuht iol~
of the pitching moment abouL the step, tl~e center-of-
prcssure distance, mld th~ ratio of tlw celltl~r+f-ljl-(:ssllre
distance to t.hc wetted luuil hmgth at the instunt. of maximum
acceleration from the equations given in Lhc section on pitth-
ing moments. Cahmlated values of these gcm’ralized vari-
abIes are given in tabIe 1 and are plot h!d ngainst Kin figures
19 (e) to (g) and figures 25 to 27.
INSTANTOFMAXIMUMPITCHINGMOMENTABOIITTHESTEI)
Equation (25) provides tbc gcnmaI rtdationship brLwwm
the generalized pitchiug moment. MN1the geuwalized vclority
which appliCS at au t.inws during the impact. ‘f’]lec!on(~iLions
of motion which cxisL at the instant. N-11(wthe maximum
pitching moment about t.lw step is reached can IWdetermined
by differentiating equation (25) with respect to u and
dm,
setting
—= O. So doing provides the rdutionshi p lJU-
du
twcen Lhe velocity at the instant of mxsimmn pitf:hing
moment and the approach pfirwnetcr K:
H++ .~+.+-J-) 2(U’+K)–1h3U’2+ 32U’ti+16A2=o ~46~
d+K td+2K
Numerical, tabular, or graphical methods can be employed
to soIve for u’, since sohtion in closed form is rendered inl-
possibIe by the transcendental nature of equation (46).
Tho substitution of wdues of u’ obt~ined by the solution of
cquat.ion (46) into equations (25), (30), (17a), and (1S) pm-
mits the determination of the maximum pitrhing moment
about Lho step and corresponding values of t IN! center-of-
pre.ssure distance, t.hc displacement., and the acceleration,
The corresponding time may be obtained from the relation-
ship bcLween u and U’ previously dctcrmincd by inh!gration.
Values of thd generalized variab]cs at the. instant of muximum
pitching moment are given in table I and aro shown plottwi
~ahISt Kin figUre 19 and figures 25 to 31.
INSTANT OFMAXIMUM PENETRATION
Explicit eoluLions can bc obtained for the generalized vari-
ables at the instant of maximum penetration as functions
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of the approach parameter x. Since u’=0 at the instant of
maximum penetration, making this subst itut ion in equation
[17) gives the relat icmship between the maximum penetration
of the step-keel point and K:
(47)
Since the wetted keeI length is related to the penetration by
.
the simpIe trigonometric relationship /.=&=-=&, equa-
tion (,47) also pernits the determination of the mafium
wetted length.
The acceleration at the instant of maximum penetration
is obtained by substituting equation (47) for u k equation
(15a):
It can be seen from equation (52) that the generalized
velocity at the instant of etit depends only on the approach
parameter K and is independent of the mass and geometric
characteristics of the seaplane. The transcendent a-l form
of equation (52) prevents solution for u’(K) in c~osed form.
However, -raIues of u’ can be readily determined for any
given ~alues of Kby numerica~, tabular, or graphicaI means;
these values in conjunction with the reIat ionship bet menu’
and u pretiousIy discussed permit the determination of the
time at the instant of exit. -
lt is etident from physicaI considerations, ako from equa-
tions (23) and (29), that the pitching moment about the step
and the cent er-of-pressure dist ante are both equal to zero
at the instant of exit; the ratio of the center-of-pressure dis-
tance to the wetted keel length becomes equal to 1/3 at the
instant of exit, regardless of the value of K, as can be seen
“’=+WY’T’’+K)-KW” “’)‘mmequatiOn(34)”CaIcuIated values of the generalized ~eIocity and the
generalized time corresponding to the instant of e-sit are
The pitching moment about the step at the instant of gi~en in table I and are shown plotted against K in figures
maximum penetration can be obtained by substituting 19 (b) and (d) and in figures 22 a-rid 24 where they are com-
u’=0 into equation (25): pared with experimental data.
~, .
(.
L1311TING CONDITIONS
~ 2–3 $ e~+~e-~)ma=~ (49)
Since the approach parameter K may have any of & large
The same substitution in equat ion (3o) gi-res the center-of-
range of values between O and w, it is desirable to determine
the limit ing values between which the generalized variables
pressure distance at the instant of maximum penetration: can vary.
simiIarly, the ratio of the center-of-pressure distance to
the wetted length can be determined by means of equation
(33 ) :
(51)
The time corresponding to the instant of maximum pene-
t ration can be obtained from the variations of the generalized
variables with u during the impact, the determination of
which has been pretiousIy discussed.
CalcuIat ed generalized values of the displacement, the
acceleration, the time, the pitching moment about the step,
the center-of-pressure distance, and the ratio of the center~f-
prewme distance to the wetted keel length at the instant of
maximum penetration are given in table I and are shown as
functions of the approach parameter K in figure 19 and in
figures 21 and N to 28.
IXSTA??TOFEXITDLTUX-GREBOUND
The impact process is completed when the seaplane fintilly
leaves the vrater surface and rekmunds into the air. & the
instant of exit u=O and, if the wing lift is still assumed to be
equal to the weight, u“=O. Therefore, the relationship b-
tween the generniized velocity at the instant of exit and the
approach parameter K can be obtained by setting equation
11ia) equal to zero, mhich gives .
(52)
EESLZTANTVELOCITYX-ORMAI. TOKEEL:K=O
The condition K=O is obtained when the direction of the
flight path at contact is normal to the keeI. This condition
is often attained in Laboratory testing and maybe approached
in impacts of water-based helicopters.
QeneraI relationships during impact.—For the condition
K= O the equa.t ions of motion, equations (15) and (17), reduce
to the following relationships w~lch hold throughout the
course of the impact:
(l+@u’’+3u%J’=o (53)
and
(l+tdju’—l=o (54)
or
~,,= 3U”%’2
——
I+ut (53a)
and
U* 1—u’
=~
u
(54a)
Since us represents the ratio of the virtuaI mass to the total
mass of the seapIane, it can be seen from equation (54a) that
the sum of the instantaneous momentum of the seaplane and
the momentum of the &ual mass of the water directly be-
neath the keel is constant throughout the impact and equal
to the initial momentum of the seaplane. As has been pre-
viously discussed, this equaIity of momentum esists onIy
when the resultaut velocity at contact is normal to the keel;
that is, K=O. Since the deceleration of the seaplane is in the
direction normal to the keeI and in the same direction is the
resultant velocity, the seaplane continues along it9 original
path of motion. Thus, ordy the flow planes directiy beneath
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the keel an be affected by the immersion and only tlwse flow
planea can absorb the total momentum lost by the seaplane.
For values of K other than O, this situation does not exist
since part of the momentum lost by the seaplane wiIl be con-
t ained in the dowrmwh created behind the step by the com-
ponent of velocity parallel to the kccl, as previously discussed.
J?or K= O, combining equations (53a) and (54a) permits the
generalized acceleration to be written in terms of the general-
ized velocity or t.ho generalized displacement as follows:
3U218
U’f=—— - -(1 +U’)’ (56)
The generalized time may be expressed in terms of the
gene.ralizcd displacement by direct quadrature of equation
(64) : ()U=u 1+; (57)
It can be seen from equation (57) that the displamment
increases without limit for K=O. Thus although the down-
ward velocity grows continually smaller as the impact pro-
gresses, a maximum penetration is never rewhed. This
situation is further evident from the fact that.? since the
momentum lost by thu seaplane is completely contained in
the virtual mass alone, an infinite virtual mass, or infinite
penetration, is required to satisfy the condition of zero -reIoc-
ity. (See also eq. (54a)). This result stems from neglect of
the buoytMIL forces which, bccausc of the large penetrations
involved, become important toward the later stages of the
impaCt, partidar]y Whell K=: O. These bouyant forces are of
relatively little importance U[ the range of K for practical sea-
plane landing conditions.
Combining equations (54@ and (57) gives the relationship
between the time and the velocity for K=O:
.=(k&’ya(l+A#) (58)
TIM relationship between the pitching moment about the
sLep and the veIocity is obtained by substituting K= O into
equation (25):
m,=; (3U’+ 1)(1–U’) (59)
Combining equations (54a) and (59) gives the relationship
Ix!tween the pitching moment and tho displacement:
lP(4 +’Us) _
“=4(1 +U’)S (60)
The relationship between the ccntcr-of-prwsurc distance
and the velocity is obtained by substituting K= O into
equation (30):
# –u’)’/3(3u’+ ~ ,, :
~~ufm (61)
The relationship between the center+f-pressure distance
and the displacement is given by equation (29) which is valid
for all values of K.
The variation of the ratio of the center-of-pressure distance
to the wetted keel length with the velocity is obtained from
equation (33): T*
(62)
The preceding generalized equations apply at all instants
during an impact where tho resultant velocity is normal to
the keel. The. values of the grneralizcd variables at particu-
lar stages of the impact are prcscntcd in the following section.
VaIues of generalised variables for particular stages of the
impset,-From the foregoing general relationships may bc
dctermimd the particular relationships which exist at the
instant of maximum acceleration and at t-he instant of mas-
imum pitching moment about the step when K= O:
(a) kt.ant of maximum uccelcraLion:
The vaIue of the generalized displacement
of maximum acceleration for K=O is obtained
(40a):
()2 mu= = =0.6586I
at. the instant
from equation
(63)
The ratio of the virtuai mass to the mass of the .waphuw
has previously been showm to IN equal to U3, this ratio at
the instant of maximum acceleration is therefore
U8_. Irirtual mass 2
‘S~lane mass=~ (64)
The value of the vdocity aL this instant is obttiincci by
substituting for u in equation (54a):
7
“=5 (65)
The corresponding value of the acceleration (maximum
acceleration) is obtained by substituting in equation (53ri):
“’=-3(9%)=-0’123(6(I)
The corresponding value of the tinw is obtained by SIIfJ-
stlituting in equation (57):
“=(Yu+a=oo705’(67)
‘HM corresponding value of the pitching moment about
the. step is obtained by substituting in equtif ion (59):
‘~=:i(%+l)(’-:)=001440
The corresponding value of the cent. er+f-pressure distanrc
is obtained by substituting in cquat ion (61):
,_(@’’s(?+l)=0235.
—
.~4/3 “ -0-9 (69)
GENERALIZED THEORY
The corresponding vaIue of the ratio of the center-of-
preasure distance to the wetted length is obtained by sub-
st ituting in equation (62):
=1+~=().3~71’
‘4s4 (70)
(b j Instant of maximum pitching moment about the step:
Equation (46) gives the relationship between the gen-
eralized velocity at the instant of maximum pitching moment
about the step and the approach parameter K. For K=O, the
velocity at this instant is given by
1
u’= — =o-~g~s (71)
\ 13—2
Thts corresponding value of the displacement is obtained
IJYsubstit uting in equation (54a):
u= (l;fi-3) “’=0.8460 (~~)
The corresponding value of the acceleration is obtained
hy substitut&~ in equation (55]:
u
/?= _ 3@-3)’’’=_o 5187
(~”fi-2)s “
The corresponding due of the time is obtained from
equation (58):
u= [, fi-3)’’3++ (,; fi-3)4’8=o.9741 (74]
The maximum due of the pitching moment about the
step is obtained hy substituting in equation (59):
The corresponding value of the center-of-pressure distance
is obtained by substituting in equation (61):
~=+ Llln–3j”s (1’fi+l)=o.324~ (76)1.4
The corresponding value of the ratio
pressure distance to the wetted length is
stituting in equation (62):
of the center-of-
obtained by sub-
(77)
The foregoing values of the generalized variables apply
only for K= O and at the particular instants of maximum
acceleration and maximum pitching moment about the step,
as noted. As preciously mentioned, for K= O a maximum
penetration is never reached and therefore there is no re-
bound from the water surface.
EZSULTANTFIILOCtTYPARALLELTO WATER SUEI?.4CE: K=rn
At values of Kother than O, because of the loss of down-
ward moment um to the downwash result ing from the velocity
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component parallel to the keeI, a finite maximum penet ra-
tion wiII be attained and the seaplane will rebound from the
water in a finite time. For steep impacts-that is, smalI
dues of-the W&ence in the time between t-he occurrence
of the various stages of the impact, such as the instants of
maximum acceleration, maximum pitching moment, nlaxi-
mum penetration, and exit, will be relatively Iarge. ~ the
flight path becomes flat ter and Kbecomes larger, these diller-
ences in the conditions of motion at the various stages of the
impact diminish, and, as the flight path becomes paralIel to
the water surface and the pIaning coridit ion is approached as
a limit (K= ~), these dfierences completely disappear. For
the latter conditio~ the generalized variables approach the
followirg limiting dues:
Iim u=O
X*
Iim u’=1 ‘
Z*m
lim u“=- ~
-
Iim u=O
R-m
Iim in.=~
z-m
h p=o
w-
The foregoing resuhs are for the case where the wing lift is
equal to the weight..
For pure planing -with partial w-@ lift, the generalized dis-
placement may be determined as a function of seaplane
charactai.st its, trim angle, and velocity by setting Fv in
equation (9) equaI to the load on the water A and letting
,ZW=ZS=O. These substitutions give
where
Cv=~=Speed coefficient
The wet ted keel Iengt h cm be easily determined from
u by employing the simple t rigonomct ric relat ionsYIp
lk=t:,–~:fi
EFFECTS OF CHINE 1N131ERSION
In the foregoing anaIysis it has been assumed that the
width (beam) of the V-shaped hull bottom is sticientIy
large that the chimes do not become immerssd at any time
during the impact-. This assu-npt ion is generally did for
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the. va]ues of beam loading employcd in conventional sea-
plane design prac~icc @ for the flight-path angles en-
countered in normal seaphme operations. Even in the
case of some of the most} recent seaplanes which employ
mme.what higher than average vahms of beam loading,
any chine immersion which mighL be cxpmicnced woukl lx
expcctcd to occur during tho later stages of the impact
subscquen t LO the attainment of the maximum load and,
thus, should have relatively lit tle efftwt on the over-all
behavior of the seaplane. However, since the trend in
water-bawd aircraft is toward increased beam Ioading,
some mention should bc made of the effects of chine immer-
sion which may be encountered with long, narrow (high
length-bcarn ratio) hulls or other hydrodynamic-load sup-
porting devices having considerably higher than conventional
betim ]oading, or which may be e.xpcrienced in waker Iandings
at unusually high flight-p~th tingles (small values of K).
PHYSICAL COPWIDERATIONS
In the foregoing analysis the force exert.ccl by the water
on any cross section of the hull was considered to arise from
two actions; namely, the rate of increase .of the virtual mass
accompanying the enlarging flow pmtt em and the reaction
to the acceleration of the virtual mass. For a V-shaped
cross section, if the wetted width is considered to be a measure
of the virtual mass, then immersion of the chines in any
given flow plane terminates the expansion of the wetted
width and, tlwreforc, the growth of the virtual mass, Ou
this basis, further immersion of a chine-immcracd cross
section would take place with constant virtual mass and
would resulL in a smaller total force on the seaplane subse-
quent LOchine immersion than that which would exist if the
beam were greater and tho wet.tcd width had continued to
increaw.
These simplifhl concepts, if applied to a hull in pure
planing, would indicate, rather absurdly, the c.omplet c
absence of any force on the chine-immersed areas. It is
clear, then, that equation (11 is, by itself, not adequat c
for cross sections with immcl~ed chines if the virtual mass
is defined in Lerms of the wetted width. Instead, it appem
more reasonable to assume that. the chiue-immersed areas
we subject to forces similar to the steady-state profile-drag
forces for two-dimensional separated flow. It might be
expected that such dmg forces would be prcportioual to [he
square of the velociLy component normal to the keeI and
considcrahly smaller than the forces due to the continued
expansion of the virtual mass. In rcfweucc 10 results
calculated by assuming the force on the. chine-immersed
cross sections Lobe given by Bol)ylefl’s solution for the force
on n bent lamina (see ref. 11, pp. 104 and 105) were com-
pared with planing data for chine-immersed conditions and
appcnrcd t.o indicate that the chine-immersed portions of
t.hc hull maybe treated in this manner.
For a hull at a positive trim angle, any reductions in
total force rwmlting from chine immersion should occur
gradually as successive stations along the luwl become
immersed beyond tlw chines. For convent ions.1 values of
beam loading, since chine immersion, if encountered at all,
would be expected LOoccur considerably after the maximum
load has been reached, any reductions in totaI force duc to
chine immersion should have no effect OD the maximum
load, as preciously indicat.(!d. With inmcming bmnn loading,
however, chine immersion wiIl occur at increasingly wwlirr
stages of the impact’ untiI, for very high values of bcmn
Ioading, chine immersion will tdr place b~~forcthe maximum
load wou]d have been reached if the chines had noL bccomc
immersed; a rwluct.ion in the maximum load will then occur,
the amount of the reduction depending on the beam loading,
that is, on how soon after initial c.onttict uhille immersion
occurs.
SIMPLIFIEDANALYSIS
The simplified treatment presentwl in this section is a first
approach toward the determination of the cffccts of chine
immersion on the maximum load and is intcndrd Lo rq)ply
only to moderate degrees of chine immersion. With this
qualificwt.ion, it is asaumcd that the forces on the. areas subj ~ct
to chine immersion are small enough in comparison with tho
forces on the larger nonchirw-immersed areas to bo neglected.
On Lhis basis, since the total virt.wd mass is constanL after
chiie immersion occurs, the total force should not incnwsc
subsequent to this instant; thusl the maximum force should
be equal to the force at the instant of initial chinu immersion,
as determined in accordance with the theory for impacts with
no chh~c immersion. Thii assumption is not intended to
apply to heavily loaded, extremdy narrow, hydrodynnmic-
Ioad supporting devices which mtiy expmicnce very lmge
degrees of pwwtrbtionj in which case the forco on the chinc-
immersed area can becomo a major portion of t-he LOhdhydro-
dynamic force. In such cwws the maximum force can vc~y_
well oc.cui lonsideriliy after the chines me ~rst immersed,
when the chine-immersed area becomes large relative to the
nonehine-immersed area.
In order to mwluate the effects of chine immersion, it is
fist necms.ary to determine when the disturbed water surface
reaches the chines. For a V-section hull, IMcmusoof gcomct ric
simihirit.y of the flow patterns at all degrees of pcnct.ration
prior to chine immersion, the penetration aL thu inst a,nL of
chine immersion is directly proportional to tbo beam. The
constant of proportionality is some funct ion of thc dead-riw
angle @ which, for the present, is denoted by #(p). With
this notation the normal pcnet.ration of the stop &t the
instant of chine, immersion ~,, is e.sprcssed by
J#c=#(lfO b (79)
In accordance with equation (11), the displacement. ULthe
instant of chine immmsion can I.mwritten as
U.= ~,cr=flp) br
[
11
!
(80)
.Wti
where
~= (+(O1s49) @(A) 1“
{ 3 tm T }
and
.
C%=-$
.
GENERALIZED THEQRY
The importance of chine immersion during an impact at a
given value of K can be evaluated with the aid of llgure 4 by
comparing the displacement at the instant of chine immersion
with the maximum va~ue of the displacement u- and with
the displacement. U(~,t_, correspondi~~ to the maximum
acceleration when the chines are not immersed. If
n
——
~%lla k greater than U=al chine immersion will not occur
uduring the imps ct. If —phva is km than u-~ but greater than
U(~~.u), chine immersion will occur during the impact, after
the maximum acceleration has been attained, but will
have no effect. on the masimum acceleration (or Ioad).
On the other hand, if ~ is less than U(u,,m=l, chine immer-
~~%va
sion will occur prior to the instant of ma-ximum acceleration
in the case oi no chine immersion and, in accordance with
the previous assumptions, the maximum load m-ill be Iided
(reduced) to the value corresponding to uc=~~. For
values of & <u ~.,,_), therefore, the greater ke beam~%lta
loading the smaIIer the maximum load; for dues greater
than U(,*I-), the beam loading has no effect on the maximum
load.
Ecluat.ion (43), with the substitution u=uC=~F permits
- A.
the determination of the largest -dues of the approach
ptirameter K for which a reduction in the maximum Ioad due
to chine immersion can be obtained; that is, the values of K
required to cause the chines to become immersed, for given
n
values of —~ at the same instant- that the maximumpi Ita
,
acxwlwat ion is reached when there is no chine immersion.
For alI smaller values of K (steeper impacts), the variation
with K of the maximum acce~erat ion, as reduced b~- chine
immersion, can be determined by application of equations
(17a) and (15a). Combining these two equations and setting
II= UCgives the following transcendental relationship between
.thc reduced maximum ficceleration UC” and the parameters
Ueand K:
[
1 UC
—.
1
+ log’
(1+ K)uc
K l+K
=a (81)
&y(l +Ucy /_~:’~ $1+%?’
The effect of chine immersion on the ma.simurn generalized
acwleration is shown in i3gure 20 by the broken-line curves
which have been calculated by means of the aforementioned
procedure for a number of values of u.=* corresponcl-
0
ing to a wide range of beam loadings extending from con-
ventional values to values com~iderably higher than those
wnpIoyed in presentday seapIa.ne design practice. The
solutions for the highest beam loadings are presented in
order to make a~ailable theoretical results w~lch wiU be
required to evaluate the I“tits of applicability of the present
simplified antd@s when experimental data for very high
beam loading become available.
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DEAD-RISE-ANGLE AND .ASPECT-RATIO FUNCTIONS
In the foregoing development of the generalized relation-
ships -which appIy during a seapIane impact, the variation
of the t wo-dimemional -rirtual mass tith the dead-rise angIe
and the corrections for the effects of the finite aspect ratio
of the submerged portion of the hull on the virttual mass, the
total force on the seapIa.ne, and the pitching moment were not
specfied explicitly but were represented by undefined func-
tions of the pertinent variables, such as c@),j@), ~@), ~(~),
and 41(.4). A.Ithough the equations relating the generahzed
variables are ~alid regardless of what these funct ions act uaIIy
are, the functions must be defined explicitly in order to per-
mit conversions to be made between generalized and dimen-
sional variables if the theoretical results are to be used in
seaplane design, or if the theory is to be compared with
experiment. The practical usefulness of the theoretical
resuIts is therefore dependent to a great extent on the correct-
ness of the functions used.
‘iZET~ALMASS
~though esisting information is stiIl rather Wlted and
the current stat e of knowledge yields only rehat ively ro~mh
approximations to the actual funrtions, sufficient theoretical
and emp”tical information is available at present. to permit
practical application of the theoretical results to seaplanes
having conventional dead-rise angles. ilnaIyticaIly, the vir-
t ual mass in any flow phme maybe emduated approximately
from the results of an iterative ffom analysis made by
Wagner to calculate the force on a two-dimensiona~ V-shape
of 18° angIe of dead rise duri.rg immersion at constant
velocity. Wagner extended the theoretical results for this
particular c- to other dead-rise angles by employing a
parabolic variation of force with dead-rise angle which
satisfies the solution for 18° as well as the end points of zero
force at 90° and infinite force at OO. This rdationship b“”’ “
given by equation (78) of reference 5 and, in the notation
of the present report, may be written as
The virtuaI mass correspondkqg to this force equation may
be evaluated by recognizing that, for constant velocity”
penetration, the force in a given flow pkme is due soh4y to
the rat e of increase of the virtual mass associated with the
enlarging flow patterm For this condition, equation (1)
becomes
f=$t% }
Equating the preceding two equations and integrating gives
the follow~ expression for the virtual mass corresponding
to Wa=mer’s force equation:
If the virtual mass is defined as m== c(J3)M2, as in equa-
tion (2), then
(83)
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If the virtual mass is interpreted in terms of an equivalent
semic.ylinder of water with radius equal to .f(~) f, then,
mW=~(@)]* ~ fz, as in equation (2a), and
f(l$=~–1 (S3a)
Equations (82), (83), and (83a) are valid only as long as
the immersed cross section in any flow plane is a. V-shape
and do not apply after the chines bemmc immersed. In
the (!ase of V-shaped cross sections with chine flare, equation
(82) holds until the flared portion reaches the water surface,
after whirh point. Wagner’s expanding-plate analogy, as
givwl in references .5and 6 or as modified in reference 8, may
be applied LOdetermine the equation for the shape of the
free surface at the instant the flared portion reaches the
water surface and to calculate the increase in virtual mass
with further penetration, An example of t.hc procedure for
determining the variation of Lhe virtual mass of curved cross
sections with penetration is given in reference 8, with par-
ticular application to the case of a float with a scalloped
(flut.d) bottom.
WETTEDWJ~T~
In the preceding study of the effects of chine immersion it
\vas pointed out that, because of geometric similarity of the
flow patterns at all degrees of penetration prior to chine
imme=ion, the normal penetration of the keel at the instant
of chine immersion is directly proportional to the ham, the
ratio of the normal penetration to the beam (or the wetted
width) being some unknown function of the dead-rise angle,
designated 4(J3); thus, f,C=$@] b. By means of the
cxpa.nding-plate analogy previously mentioned, Wagner, in
references 5 and 6, concluded that the wetted width for a V-
shaped cross section is u/2 times as great as the width of the
cross section in the plane of the uncIisturbccl water surface
and used this wetted width as the diameter of the semi-
rylinder of water representing the virt.uaI mass. If this
result is accepts(l, b= r cot @ ~,, and ~(P) becomes equal to
1
; ~ot j’
However, the simplifying assumptions inherent to the
exptinding-plate approarh am such as to make these results
questionable for finite angIes of dead rise. For example, it
has been shown in reference 1 that the virtuaI _maw corre-
sponding to Wagner’s iterative soIution is in much closer
agreement with experiment than is tho virtual maw deter-
mined by application of his expanding-plate analogy. As
a result it. has been proposed herein that the virtual mass and
the functions c(P) and ~b9) be defined to correspond with the
results of Wagner’s iterative soIution, rather than with the
results of his expanding-plate analysis, and equ~tions (82),
(tli), and (83a) have been written accordingly. It is also
proposed, for the time being, that tho effective wetted width
h t tikcn eq URIto the diameter of the semicylinder of water
equivalent to Lhe virtual mass determined from Wagner’s
i[erat ire solution. With this assumption, b=2 jf(d) f,, and
*(B)=*)=; ::-1 ‘“ “- ~84)’()“ f)fl
The definition of x@) given by equation (84) is suggested M
an interim approximation to be used until a better under-
standing of the flow phenomenon pcmnits a more rntionnl
function to be specified.
ASPECT RATJO
An approximate correction for the end-flow losses duc to
finite aspect ratio in the tl~rec~tIin~~’[lsional case may h!
obtained from the results of Pabst’s experiments with
vibrating plates in water (ref. 7). These tests showed that
the reduction in virtual mass duc to finite fispvct. rn tio is
closely given by the expression
@(A)= 1–~ (A z 1)
vvhcre A is Lh aspect ratio of thd vibrating plate.
For V-bottom seaplanes, if iL is assumed thut the primary
flow occurs in transverse flow planes and that the end-ilow
loss is determined by tho shape of the intcJsectcd arcn in tlw
plane of the water surface, then
and the application of Pabst.’s resuIts tu th kcwhl smplano
gives
#(A)= l–;% -(85)
In view of the fact thtit no informtition is avnildh regnrd-
ing Lhe aspect-ratio correction to the pitching monlmlts
detc.rmined on the basis of two-dimensional considerations,
it may be wsumed for tht’ time being that o(A) fipplies
uniformly h.. all flow planes; t lm t. is,
01(-4=4 (.4 (s0)
From the nature of this appro.simation it would nppmm that
this assumption should be adcquato for most practicnl
purposes.
Although it is known from studies of planing data that
the dead-rise-angle and aspect-ratio functions given by
equations (83 ) and (85) are questionable for very low nngles
of dead rise, in references 12 and 13 these functions hnv~
been found to be in rather good agremnent with expwinmhd
data obtained in the LangIey impact basin with suaphmc
huIl models of 22*”, 30°, and 40° angles of dead rise. I’resent
indications Ieud to the beli~f thut t-hcse functions mny l.w
adequate for angIw of dead rise as Iow as 15°, but more
definiLe conclusions in this respwt musL await the resulls
of further investigation.
It would appear, then, thuL for pracLica] purposes the
functions given in this wction should be adequate for the
range of dead-rise angles most likcly to be encountw-cd in
conventional seaphmc design practice. In the dmivalion
of he generalized relationships which upply during m]
impact, the dead-rise-angle and aspect-ratio variations were
represented in functional notntion in order h pwnit incor-
poration of improved functions into the defi nit ions of t-he
generalized variahles as additiontd thuoretieal find expwi-
mental results arc obtained.
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APPLICABILITY AND LIMITATIONS OF THE THEORY
In view of the fact that the forego”~ anal@ considers a
hull of constant cross section, there may be some question
regarding the effects of the pulled-up (warped) bow and the
afterbody in applications to conventional seaplanes. .%I-
though the longitudinal win-ping of the hull may be taken
into account by more complicated equations, it appears
that, since conventional floats and hulls are essentially
prismatic for a considerable distance forward of the step,
the bow will not cause any important deviation of the loads
from those calculated on the basis of constant cross section
for normal impacts at positive trim (ref. 14).
Th~ afterbody, on the other hand, may exert a much more
pronounced influence on the motion of the seap~ane, par-
t icularIy in certain types of laboratory tests where, as is
sometimes the case, the trim of the model may be fked at
hig$l positire angles. under such conditions the load is
taken almost entirely by the afterbody whereas the forebod-y
may not become immersed to any appreciable degree until
after the mwrimum acceleration has been attained. .It
the lower trims associated with step impacts, on the other
hami. the depth of step, the keel angle of the afterbody, and
the relat iveIy high longitudinal veIocity apparent Iy combine
to shield the afterbody so that it carries very littIe Ioad in
comparison with the forekdy.
In flight impacts, even though the landing approach may
be made at high t rim, the initial contact rearward of the step
gtmerally resuhs in a downward pitching of the seaplane to
the intent that the main impact occurs at reduced trim and
t.mrresponds to a forebody impact. The equations presented
may thus be considered to represent approximately free-
tfight impacts at high trim if the initiaI conditions are taken
to correspond viith those at. the beginning of the main impact.
Since the distance between the step and the center of gravity
of the seaplane is generalIy small in comparison with the
radius of gyration in pitching, the effects of freedom in
pitching should be rdatively unimportant in main step
impacts. This hypothesis appears to be substantiated fairly
WP1lby Limited a.nalyticaI and experimental results presented
in reference 15.
.b a first approach toward the calculation of the behavior
of seapIanes during Iandings in seaway, the preceding anaIysis
may bc applied to rough-water impacts if the initial condi-
tions are defined relative to the w-are snrface. For trochoidal
waves with large length-amplitude ratio, the wave profile may
he simulated by an inclined plane tangent to the surface at
the point of contact, which serves as the effecti~e frame of
reference for the foregoing equations. The effective trim
angle r, and th(! effective approach parameter KCare then
determined with respect to the wave slope. These assump-
tions fail to consider the internal orbital vehcitios and dis-
placements of the fluid particles within the wave and are
therefore approximate. At best, the procedure should be
applied only to impacts where the float contacts the wave
about halfway between trough and crest for those cases where
the trim is equal to or greater than the slope of the wave.
In reference 8, the application of these approximations to
several rough-water impacts of a scaI1oped-bot tom ffoat
yielded cahlated results which were in fairly good agreement
with experimental data obtained in the Lat@ey impact basin.
Comparisons with more extensive experimental data in
reference 9 ako indicated reasonably good agreement. ‘J!his
simplified approach can probably be improved by vectorirtlly
combining the initiaI veIocity of the seaplane with the waw-
particle velocity (see ref. 11, pp. 366-369) at the point of
contact for determining the effective init ia~ flight-path angIe
relative to the wave surface, as in reference 16.
DISCUSSION OF GENERALIZED RESULTS
The foregoing analysis showed that all the quantities which
characterize a seapIane impact can be represented in terms of
generalized variables which are reIated to one another during
an impact through the approach parameter K, and figures 3
to 18 present the theoretical relat ionshlps among these
generrdiied variables which apply from the instant of initial
contact unt.iI the seaplane rebounds from the water surface.
It was also shown that a single variation exists between each
of the generalized ~-ariables corresponding to any particular
stage of the impact and the approach parameter K, and
figures 19 to 31 show the generalized variables at the instant
of maximum acceleration, the instant of maximum pitching
moment about the step, the instant of maximum penetration,
and the instant of exit during rebound from the water surface,
aII as functions of K.
~though the generalized curves permit the complete
determination of the behuvior of the seapIane during an
impact, some physical interpretations of these results in terms
of the corresponding dimensional variables may be desirable,
particularly with regard to the Iaws of -iariation indicated by
the form of the generalized variables and as concerns the
effects of Kon the din~ensionaI variables.
The definitions of the generalized variables clearly show
how the seaplane chu.racteristics and the initial down-
ward velocity affect the dimensional variables at any
given stage of an impact at a particular vahxe of K. .is
an emimple, it can be seen from the form of the generalized-
acceleration variable that the maximum acceleration (or
load factor) for a given vake of K varies as the square
of the downward velocity, inversely with the cube root
of the mass of the seaplane, and so forth. It can ak.o
be seen that, for constant K, the penetration at any stage
of the impact is independent of the initial velocity and
that the pitchiig moment about the step is independent
of the argle of dead Mse. Simiiar observations from the
form of the generalid variables can be readily made for
all other dmensionaI variables.
Yilth regard to the effects of K on the dimensional vari-
ables, since all the generalized variabIes are based on the
initiaI domrivard ~eIocity (either vertical or normal to
the keel, depending on which coordinate system is em-
ployed), curves showing the relationships between any two
dimensional variables for different values of K will have
the same relative shapes as the generalized curves if the
do-.vnward velocity is the same for each value of K. Thus,
the generalized curves shown in figures 3 to 31 may be
interpreted as corresponding to d-hnensional curves for
impacts with the same dowmward veiocity but difTerent.
flight-path angles and, therefore, different forward ve-
locities. In this case the effect of r on the dimensional
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variables is the same as on the generalized variables;
that is, an inc.reasc in K, which corresponds to an increase
in the resultant velocity or a decrease in the flight-path
angle, results in an increase in the masimum acceleration,
an increase in the maximum pitching moment. about the
step, a decrease in the time to reach any given stage of
the impact, and so forth.
Cln the other hand, a somewhat different interpretation
of the generalized curves may be given if the resultant
veIocity is considered to be constant and the fligh~patb
angle or downward velocity is assumed LO vary. This
situation corresponds to landings of a given seaplane at
a more or less wmstant resultant. velocity but with dif-
ferent downward velocities as det.ermincd largely by pilot-
ing technique. Iri this case the dimensional curves for
different values of K Will IIOt kW2 the same relative shapes
as the generalized curves sinco the generalized variables
are based on the downward velocity rather than on the
resultant veIocity. TIIC effect of K OD t.hc dimensional
variables may be evaluated by considering, for example,
the acceleration-time relationship, h can be scan from
the definitions of the gencmlizcd variabIcs, for any given
value of K, Lbc dimensional acceleration at any propor-
tioned stage of the impact process ~aries as the square
of the downward velocity, as previously- noted; whereas,
the. corresponding time is inveracly proportional to the
downward velocity. If tbc resultant veIocity and Lhe
trim angle are both heId constant, higher flighbpath
angles are associated with Sndcr vahws of K. As K b+
comes smaller, the resulting increase. in downward veIocity
more than offsets the corresponding reduction in tho gen-
walized acceleration and the inc.reasc in the generalized
time. As a result, the maximum acceleration (dimcn-
siomd) obtained with constant velocity and trim angIe
will be greater at the higher fligh~pat.h tingles (smaller
values of K) than at the sma]~er fligh~path &ng]es and
will be reached in a shorter time aftrr contact. These
results as well as interpretations of the effect of K on the
relationship ps between the other dimensional variables
when the resultant veIocity is considered to, be constant
can be easily seen if the generalized curves are converted
to dimensional curves for constant resultant velocity. This
type of presentation has the disad~mtage that separate
curves are required for aach trim angle.
with regard to the sequence of events during an impact,
it. can be seen from figure I 9 that the various stages of
the impact, arc rcac.hml in the following ordrr: maximum
acceleration, mnximum pitching moment about the step,
maximum penetration, and exit during rebound. It can
also be seen that the state. of motion at the instant of
maximum pitching moment about the step is only e@htly
different from that at the instant of maximum accclera-
t.ion. As might. reasonably bc expected, for a given sink-
ing speed, the time required to rcnch a gi-rcn stage of the
impact. is greatest at the high flight-path angles (small
values of K) where t.hc planing forces due to forward speed
are smallest. SinliIarIy, the ditlerc~ccs in the state of
motion and in the times corresponding to the various
stages of the impact are large for high flight-path angles
and become very small as the limiting condition of planing
is approached.
COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL RESULTS WITH
EXPERIMENTAL DATA
In this section, theoretical md experimcnta] time his-
tories of the draft., verticaI velocity, vertical accehmation,
and pitching moment, ns well as the vnlucs of these vmi-
ables at particular sttigcs of the imps ct, such as the
inst a.nf. of maximum acceIcration, the inshml of maximum
penetration, and the insttint. of exit during rebound, arc
correlated in figures 6 to 8, 20 to M, und 32 to 37 by com-
paring theoretical values of the gcncralizcd variables with
corresponding experimental values. The theoretical values
have been determined from the solutions of the generalized
equations for the system, whereas the expmirnenttd values
havo been obtained by substituting measured values of
the dimensional wwiabIes ancl the nppropriatc physicnl
constants into the definitions of the generalized vminl.des.
As previously discussed, ahhough the theoretical equn-
tions relating the generalized variables me valid regardless
of how the dead-rise-angle and aspect-rutio functions me
defined, it is necessary to specify t.hcsc functions explicitly
in order to convert the espw-inwntaI datti into gcnmalizrd
variabIes. For this purpose, the dead-rise-mg]o and aspw’t-
rat.io functions have been taken in accordance with cqun-
tions (83] to (86). Thus, the rompmisom bctwecu t.l~eorcticnl
and experimental results do not show onIy the vu]id ity
of the cquat ions relating the gcnmdimd wmiahlcs, but
rather the validity of these cquat.ions in conjunr[ion }vith
the pa.rtirular dead-rise-angle and mpw$ratio funct ions
used in the cletamination of the experimental values of tlw
generalized variables.
SOURCE OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The applirability of the theory to seaphw impncts is
illustrated by comparisons with a large quantity of experi-
ment al cIat.u which htis been ob taincd over a period of t imc
in the Langley impact basin. The tests included a nuwb
wiclcr range of trim and flight-path mgIcs thnn is uswdly
encountered in normal seaplane opmat.iorw. Although most
of the expwime.ntnI results have Lwcn presented in enrlier
papers (refs, 12 to 14 and 17 to 20), some of the dnlti in-
cluded in the present report h~ve not been previously nrnil-
a.blc. A tabulation of the det niled test. conditions and thu
most, important experiment aI rcsuIts is given in tMm II
to IV.
A description of the impnct basin Rnd its cquipnwn t is
presented in reference I7. The test. data were obtaincwl in
smooth water at fixed trim with three hull ford.wdy modch,
31-1, 31–2, and AI–3, which arc described in rcfercncm 14
and 17, 12, and 13, respcot ivel~-. Tlwsc models, which mc
of “all-metrul constmctionj have lines generally similar to the
huIIs of conventional flying boats cxccq]t for the abscnw of
chine flare. hlodel A1-1 has rm nng[e of dead rise of 22 ]~”
at the step, model 31-2 has 30° dca.d rise, md model 11-3
has 40° dead rise. TIM tests were run at a numhcr of weights
between 1,000 and 2,700 pounds and inc]udc trim nnglus
ranging from 3° to 15°. The range of flight-ptit.h angles
investigated included virtually all conditions bc~ween pltin-
ing and vertical drop. }Ving hft. was simulated by the action
of a pneumatic cylinder and mm device which WM clesignwl
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to app[~ a constan[ upw-ard force to tk model equal to the
kotal wcigltt.
During an impact, the motion of the hull normal to the
water surface was determined by independent time-history
measurements of the vertical acceleration, Tertiud velocity,
and draft at the step. Several different NAC’A amelerom-
t’ters were used in the course of the testing. These ranged
in natural frequeney from 12.5 to 26 cycles per second. The
vdocit v and displacement measurements were made by“
moans of variable-resist ante slide wires whose response char-
acteristics have not been completely determined. 31easure-
mtmts of the pitching moment were obtained by means of
the strain-gage dynamometer truss schematically illustrated
in figure 38 and are referred to the front hull attachment
point as showu in the figure. A typical oscillograph record
obtained in the tests is shovrn, greatly reduced, in figure 39.
Estimates of the precision of the experimental data are
tfihulated in references 12, 1:3, 17, 18, 19, and 20. On the
b~sis of these dues, most of the basic measurements are
Iwliel-ed to be correct within the following limits:
Horizontal velocity, feet per .wnd - .-------__ -_------__ ._&O. 5
J-erticzd velocity, feet per wend-- _---__ --_---__ +O--_----_-_+O. 2
Ywtical diepIacement (draftj, fat___--_-_--__ -_-_ --_. -_---_+O. 02
Vwtical acceleration, ~, percent of reading .------- _-_-_--+ 5 to – 10
Pitching moment, pound-feet, percent of reading. .-----_ --_-__-+ 10
It shotdd be noted that the accuracies quoted refer to meas-
urements of the maximum values attained by the variabks
during an impact. (h tlw other hand, measurements of
instant aneous Tahws which require the use of more than one
record trace, such as the arreleration at the instant of maxi-
mum draft, involre addit ionttl errors due to instrument
response [primarily lag) and time-correlation difficulties.”
COMPARISOXSOFLOADSASD MOTION%
Comparisons between theoretical and experimental time
histories of the vertical clisplarement, velocity, and accelera-
tion me present d in figures 6, 7, and 8, respectively, for hull
mmhsIs of 22%0 and 30° angles of dead rise and a range of
contact conditions extending from very shallow flight pat hs
(K=1O) up to extremely steep tlight paths (KsO.5). A
typiral seaplane impnt’t in smooth water at, for instance, 6°
trim, vertical veIocity of 3 feet per second, and horizontal
velocity of SO miles per hour would correspond to a value of
K of 4.05. For a high~peed landing at 150 miles per hour,
for example, and the same verticaI velocity, the fright-path
angIe is reduced and gi~es a value of r of 7.6. .A landing
into the flank of an oncoming wave, on the other hand, might
correspond to a ~aIue of K as low as 02.
it can be seen from figures 6 to S that the agreement
between the experimental and calculated time histories is
fairly good throughout almost. the entire immersion process.
A’ear the very end of the impact, howe}’er, just before the
hull rebounds from the water surface, there is a detiation
from the theoretical resuhs which indicates the application
of an external downward force on the model that causes the
rebound to be slightly dehiyed. In figure 7, where this
effect is most clearly visible, the test points corresponding
to the instant of e.tit have been differentiated by the addi-
tion of a ffag (\). The extraneous force is apparently
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contributed by the test equipment and has been attributed
to two factors which take effect after the maximum draft
has been reached and the model has begun its upward
traveI; name~y, leakage in the pneumatic “Iift” cyiinder
which balances the weight., and friction in the dropping
mechanism. As a result of the reduction in hydrodynamic
force accompanying the decrease in draft, the effect of the
extraneous force on the motion of the hull is pro~rtion-
ately greatest just before the model leaves the water surface.
On the whole, it maybe said that the discrepancies between --
theory and test data e-rident from the figures are within
the limits of the experimental accuracy prwrided by the
equipment and instrumentation.
Figures 20 to 23 show how the state of motion correspond-
ing to the “kst ants of maximum accekrat ionz ti~~imum
penetration, and exit varies with K. ~ comparison between
the theoretical and experimental times at which these events
occur is given in figure 24. The test data cover a wide
range of weights, velocities, and flight-path angles. ~
flag (/) attached to an experimental point si&niies that
chine immersion has occured pretious to the instant repre-
sented by the point. ~garithmic ~a~es have been USd ~
figures 20 to 24 in order to spread out the tast data and em-
phasize the differences in the states of motion and times
corresponding to the various stages of the impact. The
extent. of this expansion of the data can be e-i-aluated by a
comparison with figure 19 which shows the theoret icaI
curies plotted on uniform coordinates.
Figure 20 shows the variation of the maximum generalized
acceleration with the approach parameter and compares
the theoretical results with cxperirnental data obtained
with hull models of 22,%0, 30°, and 40° angles of dead rise
“The reduced scatter in the data for 40° angle of dead rise
is due to the improved instrumentation used in these tests.
The soiid-Iine curve represents the theoretical results for the
case in which the beam of the seapIane is Iarge enough that.
the chines are not immersed at the instant of maximum
acceleration. k can be seen, there is relati~eIy good
agreement with experiment.
The eflect of chine immersion ‘m reducing the maximum
acceIeraticm is shown by the broken-Iine curves, -which
have been calculated by the method pretioudy discussed,
for several values of uC—–~ (equal to the gene~Iizedc~lla
displacement at the instant of chine immersion) correspond-
ing to a wide range of beam loadings. For a given beam
loading, the intersection of the broken-line curve, cor-
11.
responding to the proper due of -—
~I%US’With the solid-line
curve determines the value of K above which there is no
reduction in load due to chine immersion. For dues of
beam loading which have been in the past commonly used
in America-n seaplane design practice (CIAO<1) and normaI
fIight-path angks, the theory indicates that the reduction ,
in ma-ximum acce~eration due to chine immersion is smaII.
l’1’lth hiiher beam Ioadingg, on the other hand, the theory
indicates that appreciable reductions in load maybe obtained.
For a given seaplane weight., a decrease in beam of 45 percent
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incrwses the gross-load coefficient six times. For a seaplane
with C% of 6, @of 22)f0 , r of 6°, and an initial flight-path
II
angIe To of 5°, K=l.18 and —=0.311. As may be seen
~%lla
by comparing the appropriate broken-line curve with the
solid-line curve in figure 20, the maximum load for the fore-
going impact conditions should be about 30 pcrce.nt less
than that in a corresponding impact of a wide hull not subject
to chine immersion. V7ith stilI higher beam Ioadings, even
greater reductions in rna.ximum load arc indicated by the
curves.
For more conventional values of beam loading, a consider-
able amount of experiment.aI data, extending over a 2~-to-l
range of beam Ioading and including values somewhat greater
than those currcntIy employed, is present+d in figure 20.
As can be seen, the reductions in the maximum load due to
chine. immersion appear to be in fairly good agreement with
the theoret~cal results. For the great majority of the test
eondit.ions investigat.cd, however, the load reductions, as
indicated by both theory and experiment, are either rela-
tively small or entirely absent. A more detailed investigat-
ion of the effects of chine immersion for extremely high hea.m
loadings, where the force on the clline-immerecd areas
becomes too large to be neglectccl, is given in reference 21.
Figure 21 shows the variation with K of Lhe generalized
acceleration corresponding to the instant of maximum pc.ne-
trat.ion. From the figure it is seen that tho acceleration at
this instant is always less than the maximum acceleration,
which occurs at an earlier time after contact. (See fig. 24.)
As might reasonably be expected, the difference in the accel-
crat ion at these two instants is greatest at the high flight-path
angles and decreases as the planing condition is approached.
Because of lag in the slide-wire measurements which were
used to determine the instant of maximum draft, the recorded
time at which this stage of the impact occurs is slightly greater
than the actual time, As a result, the accelerations corre-
sponding to the recorded time of maximum draft are some-
what lower than the t.ruc values. At the low values of K,
the experime.nt.al accelerations at the instant of maximum
draft arc considerably greater than the theoretical values as
a combined result of the immersion of the nonprismatic bow
section of the hull and the. action of the buoyant forces,
caused by the large penckrations associat cd with the high
flight-path angles. This effect is most pronounced beyond
the range of conditions applicable to conventional seaplanes.
The importance of the buoyant. forces will be discussed sub-
sequently in more detail.
The vertical velocities at the instants of maximum accelera-
tion and exit are presented in figure 22. The positive veloci-
ties corresponding to the occurrence of maximum acceleration
ShOW that t-he motion of the sraplane is still downward at
this instant and that the maximum draft. has not yet been
attained. At the instant of exit, the seaplane is traveling
upward—hence, the negative velocities. The scatter evident
in the test data is largely clue M the previously mentioned lag
In the slide-wire system as well as to the difhcult.ies encoun-
tered in correlating the various independent measurements
of the motion which are required to establish the time at
which each event occurs.
Figure 23 shows the draft at the instant of maximum
acceleration as well as the maximum draft, As might be
reasonably expected, all other conditions being equtd, the
greater drafts occur at the highw Ilight+ath angles. $%ni-
larly, the difference between the masimum draft and the
draft at the instant of maximum acceleration is greatoet. fiL
the low values of K and decreases as the flight-ptith anglo is
reduced. As indicated by the form of the generalized dis-
placcmcnt, for a. given value of K, the ubsoluts draft at tiny
stage of the impact is independent of the magnitude of the
initial veIocity. This fact is borne out by t.hc test data which
include an 8-to-1 velocity range.
Figure 24 shows the time corrcsponrling to the instants of
maximum accele.rat.ion, maximum penetration, and exit. In
conformity with the redts shown in the proccding figurca,
for the same vertical veIocity, a longer time is required to
reach a given stage of t.ho impact. process at the high flight-
path angles than for the flatter-approach conditions, In a
similar manner, the differences in time behvcen the occur-
rence of t-he various stages arc greatest for the low WIucs of
Kand bccomr very small as the limiting condition of planing
is approached. The experimental factors which cause the
recorded time of maximum draft and exit to be slightly
delayed have been previously enumerated.
An examination of figure 23 reveals that. the maximum
draft at low vaIues of K tends to be slightly less than that
specified by the theory. This result is appwvntIy due to
the combined effects of immersion of the upswepL how
section and the action of tho buoyant. (gravity) forces which
cause the downward motion of the seaplane to be arrested
at an earlier time. Tk buoyant forces me, of course, lnrgcr
at the instant of maximum draft. t-km at nny other time
during the impact and are of greatest importance at the
high flight-path mgles because of the greater drafts rcachd.
In addition, because the vertical velocities arc subject to
physical and operational limitations, the resultant vclocit ies
at the high flighbpath angles are so small as to emplmsizc
still further the importance of the buoyant forces in com-
parison with the inertia forces for such approftch conditions.
As a result, the experimental ac.celerat.ions at m~ximum draft
for the high flight-path angks are greater than the thw-wetiml
values. Furthermore, tk effect of buoyancy at the instant
of maximum draft more than overcomes the reduction in
force due to chine immersion, which would othenvisc result
in slightly greater drafts than would k cxpt’ricnccd if the
beam of t.hc seaplane were large enough to pre~.cnt tlw
chines from reaching the waLer surface.
For the practicaI range of fight.-pat.h angles applicable to
conventional seaplanes, on the other htind, the agreement
between the theoretical results and the tixperimental data
indicates that the buoyant forces are relatively insignifkant
and that the theory is gene.raIJy applicable.
COMPARISONS OF PITCHING MOMENT8
The applicability of the theoretical pitching-momenL re-
sults is illustrated by comparisons with experimental data
obtained with two hull forebodies having angles of dead rise
of 30° and 40° at the step. The total weights in the pitching-
moment tests ranged between approximately 1,200 and 1,350
pounds. The detailed test conditions are presented in fig-
ures 32 to 35 and in t.abIe IV.
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Experimental pitching-moment time histories, as derived
from the oscillograph records, are shown in figures 32 to 35.
These data are compared with theoretical time histories of
the total pitching moment about the front attachment- point
as well as with theoretical time histories of the hydrodynamic
pitching moment about this point.
The time histories of the hydrodynamic pitching moment
about the front at t-achrnent point were calculated by appli-
cation of equations (36) and (38) in conjunction with the
ardytical results plotted in figures 12 and 17. The dimen-
sion a in equation @6), which represents the distance from
the step to the front attachment point., was measured as
2.S9 feet for the two hull models used in the pitchhg-mornent
tests.
[n order to compare the theoretical and e.xperimentaI
results properly, the inertia and static moments about the
front attachment point, introduced by the fact that the
renter of gravity of the model did not. coincide with the
renter of moments, must be added to the hydrodynamic
moment about the front attachment point. The increment
in pitching moment. arising from this source is given by the
equation
[
L.lfa= H: = d
1
—–(d COSr+C Sin r) (87)g Cos T
Thus, the total pitching moment referred to the po”mt a is
expressed by
where the dimensions d and c define the location of the
renter of gravity rdative to the center of moments, as
shown in figure 38. Values of d and c for each of the con-
flguratiom tested are given in table IV.
Figure 32 shows the results of three tests of the hull model
with 30° angle of dead rise at 12° trim. AU three tests were
made at approximately the same flight-path angle of about
5° and, therefore, closeIy correspond to a single value of the
tipproach parameter K equal to about 2.2. Two of the tests
were made w-ith aImost identical resultant ~elocit ies. The
third test w-m made at a veIocity approximately 60 percent
great er than that for the fit. two runs. The theoretical
results were calculated for values of the initial vertical
velocity measured in the tests and for a vaIue of K=2.(),
which approsimat ely corresponds to the magnitude of the
approach parameter associated with the tests. The theo-
ret ical total pitching moments appear to be in substantial
agreement with the results measured in the tests.
Figure 33 is a composite plot of the quantity
against the variable ti%. For the three tests previously
discwed, since all parameters except the resultant -reIoc.ity
were held constant, equation (88a) and the form of the gen-
eralized time show that. the results of all three tests should be
reduced to the singIe theoretical variation given by the solid-
line curve. As is evident from the figure, this result is cIosely
attained. The extent of the deviations which do exist may
be taken as a direct indicat ion of the com~istency of the experi-
ment al data. The oscillatory nature of the results of some
of the tests (see, for exampIe, fig. 32 (c)) is attributed to
structural vibrations induced in the equipment by the magni-
tude of the catapulting accelerations required to produce the
rdatively high horizontal velocities attained in the tests.
F~EW 34 and 35 show comparisons of theoretical and
experimental pitching-moment time histories for tiypical
impacts of a float with a 40° angle of dead rise at trim angles
of 9° and 6° and vahws of the approach parameter Kapproxi-
mateely equal to 1. Comparisons between theoretical and
experimental ma.xirnum total pitching momenta for this hull
model are presented in figures 36 (a), (b), and (c) for trim
angles of 12°, 9°, and 6a, respectively. In order to reduce
the increment in pitching moment. clue to the displacement
of the center of gravity from the center of moments, another
set of tests -was made, at 12° trim, with the hull model
weight ed to move the center of gravity rearward to a position
vertically in Iine with the front attachment fitting. The
results of these tests are shown in figure 37. As is etident
from the tlgures, the theoretical resuIts app~ar to be in mod
agreement with the experiment e~ dat a. ~ more exact e~alu-
at ion of the end-flow correction to the pit thing moment
~,(~), which in this comparison has been taken equal to the
end-flow correction to the total load +(~j, should result in
even bet ter agreement between the calculated and experim-
ent al results. In the absence of suit able pressure-diitrilm-
tion data, the favorable results of this comparison may be
considered an indirect indication of the vaIidity of the Longi-
tudinal dist ribut ion of the hydrodynamic load (running
Ioad) specified by the theory.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A theoretical study has been made to determine the
mot ions, hydrodynamic loads, and pit c.hing moments ex-
perienced by V-bottom seaplanes during st ep-kmding “im-
pacts, and the equations relating the displacement, velocity,
acceleration, pit thing moment, and time throughout the
course of the impact have been derived. In order to decrease
the number of independent constants which have to be con-
sidered, the relationships during ‘hnpact have been generalized
by the introduction of suitabIe dimensionless rariabhs whkh
take into account the effects of such factors as the w:eight of
the seaplane, the dead-rise angle, the trim angIe, the flight-
path angle, and the initial velocity, in accordance with the
laws governing the variation of the behavior of the seapIane
viith these quantities.
It is shown that al~ generalized variables are related to one
another during the impact by a single parameter, calIed the
approach parameter K, which is determined by the trim angle
and the fliiht-path angle at initial contact. Thus, the rela-
tionship between any two of the generalized variables during
au impact can be represented by a singIe curve for each value
of K. Furthermore, a singIe variation with ICesists for each
of the generalized variables correspondhg to any particular
stage of the impact.
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In order to permit cmvenient use of the theoretical results
in the design of seapIanes, charts are presented showing the
relationships among the generalized vmiabkw during the
impact for vtdum of K corresponding to a wide range of impact
conditions; charts are ako presented which show the vmia-
tions with Kof the generalized variables corresponding to the
instant of maximum acceleration, the instant of maximum
pitching moment about the step, the instant of maximum
penetration, and the instant of ait during rebound. ln
addition, charts are present cd which show the effects on tho
mwimurn load produced by chine immersion due to increased
beam loading or unusually high flight-path angles. These
theoretical results are shown to be “generally in good agree-
ment with extensive test clatu obtained in the Langley impact
basin over a period of years.
Although the generalized relationships are independent
of the definition of t.ho virt uaI mass, simplified equations for
the dead-rise-angle and aspect-ratio functions which govern
the virtual mass arc suggested, on t.ho basis of previous work,
for usc in making conversions between generalized md
{?imensionaI variables. Even though these approximations
pwrnit relatively good agreement between theory and experi-
ment to be obtained and should be adequate for the design
of conventional seaplanes, a need for additional research to
define more rational] y the virtual mass for three-dimensional
bodies is indicated, parficuIarly for conditions where the
chines are deeply immersed due to unusually lmgc beam
loading,
LANGLEYAERONAUTICALLABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY Cohrhm’rm FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, JrA., October SO, 196$.
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TABLE I.—CALCULATED VALUES OF THE GENER.ILIZED VARIABLES AT PARTICULAR STAGES OF THE IMPACT
t- — --t r. f-
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T.%BLE 11.—EXPERI3IEXTAL DAT.% FOR A PRISM.%TIC HULL MODEL WITH fI=22~
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TABLE Ir.—ExpERIhfENTAL D.4TA FOR A PRISMATIC HULL MODEL }VITH *22%~—ul~clUd~
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TABLE 111.—E~PERIMENTAL DATA FOR A PRISM.4TIC HULL MODEL tYITH B=30°
w Hydro~_c lmdeandmotions
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.742
.m.
L Ii7
L359
L901
H%
–L 03
–L 73
–L 3e
J;\,
_:)n
–L 75
–L 09
–;:
-. 40
—.23
–2 :
—.w
—.‘
–2. %
–L 00
–L m
:%!
—.a
—.
=
—–i53
–. 16
rL462
:Z
.432
.437
.460
.437
.*
.4s2
.472
:Z
.Si2
.549
%
.mi
.2L3
.163
.279
.23s
.2W
.ml
.336
.347
.4s4
. H3
.404 1
Nodt.-—__ NoyiJ
. ..-dO -------
-_do---- DO:
..._.dO _______ g
.--. -&.. _.___–
--do_--_— Do:
–-.do.-. ______
-–do ----- 2
._-do._.- DL
. . .. Jio-–-_—_ Do-
-.-do_____
-—-do --.. __-.. g
--.dO----------
--.dl-.._._ Do:
.–-do.---—__ Do.
-ado. -_.. ____ ~
.–-*_.._..._
--—- Do.
–1.40
No erft..___-. . . No dt.
._..do _______ DO-
-.-do ---------
-.-do ------------ E.
---dn--_..._._ Do.
.-_do_- Da
.=iko ----------- D&
No~t--—— ..-. i%it.
nlw.
i=?
~~
.0i7
. Iw
.199
.CE2
:%?
.202
.106
.112
.143
.076
.I17
.IJA
:S-!
~y4
.111
(=)
-m&
ir
–.35
. (“)=
—.
—.
–.:
—.
—.33
-. (m
—.02
—.IO
—.
—.z
––i $
–23
—.3S
—.33
—.32
.7:):
—.
W
H
L59
La
L 76
LC4
Lm
L63
1.49
L!AS
i:
.93
:8
LM
.83
.74
.75
.73
.76
.s3
:Z
.29
.4a
::
,
$-13=
.-
am
.=
.3a
::
.3s
.32
.33
.76
.i3
:~
.?7
g
.25
am
.114
: F4
. lIM
. lIM
:!%
.123
~~
.0%
.102
(==
.lzl
1231 Qm9
.m
. oi4
. ma
.IM
-m
.179
.332
:E
.705
.im
.m
:%
1. i37
48S
-a35
—.
—.R
—.2s
—.30
—.33
—.
—.H
—.m
_-):
–L 04
–L ~
_:)m
–L w
am
.- 4
NO exit------..– Na SOL
-.-.do _____
:E ---do ______ Do:
.5 .--.do ------
-_xIO_ $%
:% -.-.do ------- ~
. 4i9 ._-.do. ______
.446 .--.qO-. _.....- go;
:$ l-----w----—-—---l g
.m? A
.225
.no
.1= ‘L. il
.193 –3J6
.L32 –6.14
. Ml <54 1=
5 –-xlO___
/
1
r . . . ..do-—_ 1
-=ik2__–__ Do.
1 M31t.-
.132-.
:2
.333
.373
4 W7
–L 03
–LOO
–L(B
53
–—ia
–1.00
La
LW
1. m
.91
.33
.45
3431 .109
.115
.IIa
:Z
.124
—.w
—. 35
—. 33
—. 2Q
––i~
.m No laft------------ No ~
.553 -_. da-. . . . -----
.549 __-do..._..__-
.561 _-.-& --------- %
.s39 .=i-3. ._. ----- Do.
. L65 .2!0
I i I
(b) PitchIns momenti
. ‘Not amikbk.
[W-1,231 lIx Ti-,-!OO IIx a-2.39 fG d-o.5 ~ c=I.6 ft]
I I Vr, I T’4(&) (M (fpa) I (z% I K I x= mu
-----
--- .
.- -.
1
2i2-19S-ti4-.-Gi3
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TABLE IY.-EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR A PRISMATIC HULL MODEL W’lTH L3=40°
(a) W-1,213 lb; WJ-340 lb; u=2.8Qft; d-1.05 fc c-L31 ft
-.
At maxlrnum draft
—
(d%
21.62
lu. 43
17.46
16.89
14.32
%!!
ti43
11.07
RR!
9.51
8.23
a 17
7.3S
7.06
7.es
7.61
6.69
&02
6.92
&w,
6.37
6.7%
6.66
&6Q
&11
L 75
L 10
u?
Hi
3. m
263
X62
!LZl
1.m
lL 60
14.19
lL 17
lL 74
lL 61
H. 19
10.77
“:;.
?E
b.79
6.66
3.93
2.92
3.69
.
Afar
(mm
.
.
.
‘
.
*
.
.
.
‘
.
l
.
.
.
a
.
.
“)
–K132
-8199
-3196
–m$l
-s114
–3421
~~
-4231
-4552
-4140
-(/$54
- la
-1194
-1169
-8724
-46m
;~
-m
-6142
-5464
:%
-5907
-S1U7
:%%
:%
-m34
yra
(fpe)
9.24
7.76
9,29
::
7;w
9.w
8.76
7.39
4.06
9.46
;:
7.47
9.39
3.13
4.06
3.03
6.97
kg
::%
3.a
3.44
7.82
h64
284
a77
6.69
:E
3.56
:fi
a62
fin
6.39
8.78
a6Q
0.m
am
8.76
3.39
a89
a 96
&w
9.03
8.76
3.67
8.63
2.99
2.99
2.77
c
0.199
.134
. lm
,, 17Q
.193
. 1s7
.Z!4
.2s3
.264
.298
.WQ
.369
.361
.377
.386
.337
.389
.442
.492
.601
.5W
.606
.tlm
.bm
.621
.66a
.6m
.716
.764
.W6
.W
.915
1:E
1.140
1.!4M
1.709
.“. At maximum aedmtlon j
l~Ife
(r@
a 31
!a%
m. 82
a. 07
w, 74
Za. M
4a. 92
39.52
~. E
.%3
56.50
%%
%:
w. 49
M.60
%%
39.37
89. Ea
40.16
29.21
91. w
m. 49
39. M
*64
Kt. 10
as. m
5eh1s
W.m
6%40
90.10
k:
24.13
24.03
Z&21
4X47
43.20
44.25
46.72
53.14
6s.47
%E
63.36
Sh.g
43.43
43,67
43,10
——
36.24
44.44
45.46
46.87
g;
63:84
66.79
77.n
76.24
w.m
Sllw
43.48
4464
6a48
60.24
-
(a&J #c)
o.3i7
.3X!
.344
.356
.370
.3W
:F2
:=
.247
.253
.266
.266
.232
.4W
.430
.242
.2s6
.473
.428
.3W
.192
:%
.197
.2W
.W3
.321
.=
.2i8
.3W
.m4
.a14
.241
.247
.277
:%
.2S4
.262
.2S2
.262
.224
.mo
.WQ
.X6
.195
.194
.116
. lm
(=&Q
.362
& t
.;,
%
Do.
no.
Do,
Do.
l.OO?O”
Ko;;i
Do:
N$%JL
Do:
1-1o.
Do.
E:.
.756
No Cxit.
al?
No exit.
Do.
h.
~
Do:
.71?
No~2t,
I.@
L!n4
.975
..636
.849
.772
.K12
.612
.616
.M7
.b67
.4=
.421
~o~~t
(:;)
7.32
6.W
7.04
7.39
fO!J
im
k47
6.19
::
4.04!
6.66
6.23
6.97
;!
4.12
1.49
L 89
2.70
s.KI
!L7Q
2.49
5..69
3.3.
am
3.56
xm
L86
1.78
1.73
2.42
L 66
L 14
(%
0.68
.74
.78
.69
.n
.72
.S3
.73
.68
.6a
.72
.62
.7’6
.67
.69
.67
.s
.6Q
.64
.62
.s.
:%
.5s
.66
.69
.59
.V3
.59
%
,62
.56
.53
.61
.66
.44
(%)
1.4~
I. w
1.46
1.45
I. 22
1.20
1.29
1.33
L m
,w
1.10
1.00
1.08
1.04
1.06
.36
.04
.97
.39
.77
.71
.81
.96
.63
.79
.86
.79
.68
.73
:Zi
.66
.63
.61
.63
.69
.48
1.35
1.33
1.20
1.22
1.22
1.N
1.18
1.05
1.07
L 10
L 01
1.Oa
$
1.29
1.lu
1.19
L22
1.22
1.09
l,@4
L m
.M
.99
.91
$
.69
.61
::
f J#
-0.32
-, 23
-. 32
<H
-.32
—..23
-. 26
—. a
—. m
—. 32
-. 45
-. 36
—.
-. 3
zg.
=:32
:!
-. 23
2H
-.10
-. 63
-. 32
z:
::
-. m
::
-.
&
:16
JIG
. . ..do . . . . .
. . ..do.. -..
–1. m
-1.17
-1.76
–1. 70
-1. z
-L30
-lcw
-1.82
-L43
-.41
–!+ 17
S7
-7 m
-L 62
-2.
—.z
L
--: ?
-1.
—.
—.3
-–i%
-. 63”
--i #
-L14
_;g
:::
-. 67
~.
U
: m
–. 49
o:%
.(!&3-
.077
.lW
.(W
.Ws
:%
%J “:
.Oao
.21$
.162
.097 -
.117
.m2
.213-
.165
.W2
..161
, lm
.W4
.120:
.%3
. lfa
.111
.148
. la
: ;6J
.141
.ls4’
.192
-
.107
.103.
.004
.103 .
. lM
.107
:fi:.
.10
!.10
.Ow
.094
.091
.090
y~o
.228
.. ..do . . . . .
.-.. do..-..
. . ..do..-..
. ...&.....
. . ..do. -..
-a 57
Noexk. . . .
. . ..do . . . . .
.:-$ . . . .
Noedt . . . .
;:::~:-..
-.. .
. . .. CIO. . . . .
. . ..do. -...
. . ..do . . . . .
~i.$O... _
No-exit . . . .
. . ..tio . . . . .
-1.71
N9e# . . . .
.-.
. . ..do...::
. . ..dc . . . . .
--do . . .. . .
. . ..do . . . . .
. . ..do . . . . .
.::$..-.
Nocxlt..,.
:_. do.-...
-1.07
-12?.!3
-1.35
-2.28
-1.71
-1.71
-1.W
–2.56
-2,42
-Ml
-s.m
-!4.77
-X24
-:.34
~ojj- .
. .
.—
#mu
.400
.401
.439
.4W
.615
.636
. 6@4
;0S”
.761
.705
1.014
1.Q40-’
:$\
1:m
-1.72
-1.86
-1.76
-1. !W
-1.9a
-1.98
-a Cn
-a 29
-2.23
–2. 29
–9. 46
-2.37
–% 76
–9. m
-. 40
:::
Ei20
6.90
&2a
&33
iLM
6.11
6.47
6.90
6.76
6.33
5.76
6. u
s. 12
6.%
1.36
1.36
1.21
.89
.92
.81
.86
:U
; g~
.81
.32
.74
.76.
.74
.m
:2
.%
7 .lCQ
. NM
.1o2-
.IK
.104
.102
.104
.106 -
.099
.101
.109
q)M :
:%:
.210 :
.Zu”
::%
—.24
—.
:
-7 m
-1.23
-1.18
-1.36
-1.62
-1.62
–1. 67
-z 00
-1.67
-. 28
::%
—. 22
.259
.236
.230
.222
.Zm
.M1
.176
.194
.181
.175
.151
.167
!??
.318
.nz
.2W
-s.13
–9.62
-2.62
-K17
-2.?i
-a.ml
-3.!4
-3.13
-3,m
-3.84
-4.06
–8.$3
-L48
-4.24
:$
-1.33
-1.23
.823
.648
:M
.M4
.404 -
,4G2
.4m
sin
.405
.265
ma
.W2 “
.663
.042
9 9.24
Q.24
k 46
Q.52
::
Q.10
am
&76
3.89
9.03
aetl
3.67
am
a a7
3.12
%98
2$2
14.65
11.76
11.76
11.74
11.60
U 86
8.79
3.66
7.82
7. m
6.63
6.43
6.74
6.66
Lzo
4,66
2.92
2.73
.671
.718
.716
. n~
.72%
.244
.975
1. m
L loi
L U3
L W
L 847
1.613
1.637
z.m
2.136
3.W6
3.167
–1. 86
–2. 16
–926
–2. !aQ
-9.25
-a?8
-!4. m
-s. 37
-% 56
-z?-l
-!497
~~ g
–% w
—.a
—.45
-. M
-. 55
6.76
6.33
6.76
t%
B.76
h47
:!3
6.40
&lz
L 19
3. m
:.
1.49
1.14
1.07
-
;9J
.s7
.93
:;”
.84
.31
.82
.82
.77
~~
.62
.84
.61
.56
. .
c Notavailable.
l
GENERALIZED THEORY FOB SEAPLANE IMPACT
T.4BLE IV.-EXPERIMENTAL DATA FOR A PRISM.4TIC HULL MODEL ‘WITH p=40°—ConcIuded
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.-
—.
(d Concladed
-
M%
(Ib-?T(da
12
At madmlmn dint-t At exitAt rnaxbmm acmkmtion
G&
A
1.202
1.145
m
.80i
m
;?!
-#l -
1%
m
m
.&)
.391
.41
h~xft.
.m4
.750
J)
XIo
An
m
.4?s
.477
&l”
g
AM
.t
LX@
.344
.mo
.m
.m
.217
.225
.249
i$J
~~
.ZS3
-m
.155
. la
$)m
. In
~~
.2S2
.12i
. !z10
.139
IS-J
(j)n
.141
:E
. Ifs
.24!0
.Zm
. mO
.m
(--
. we
.!W5
& (E4CI &
-0.92
-1.4?2
–L86
–2.Ia
–L79
–2.S?I
-s.06
-2.77
–!4.99
#
.
.
h-o t..-.
_*Jf)
-2.2s
-.71
-4.9s
-&m?
(’)
T4.H
-All!
_J)
A-odt ----
-6.40
-.2W
-5.3a
-L64
-6J9
J)
-462
-L!M
–5
-&X!
-21s
-!24!
-3.46
-136
#
+49
LJ9 0%)
Q454
.645
.5W
.623
.712
.513
.S34
i%!
LIX6
L~
L Ii3
f ~lJ
i K6
L2$2
L439
L4S9
W
L x
LSi13
L Si6
LC05
LW8
. ?E
H%
2W0
2a04
2.?54
H%
!AW!
2.713
&1=
8.64
4.263
4.659
i~
&sl.o
–1. m
–1. !23
–L S5
-1. n
–L 47
-z Ii’
–2. 16
-L 65
-L 76
(’)a
-–i 64
_g)li
–1. 14
––i H
–I-)iw
–232
–%aa
:)75
-––i %
-Las
–s. 57
::)%
–297
-292
-L5S
.CLlal
.la
.Ial
.117
.130
.115
.115
.140
.139
(=)
.247
‘ :(%
.157
:%!
.105
(j*
~$
.250
. I(M
.160
.099
.m
.IC4
.:)5
.loi .
. M5
.23s
. la
.190
. la
.:=
$i
. la
-0-41
—. 55
—.63
—. 50
—.
—. a
—.
-.z
877:)
–. IS
$1
–L 52
—.m
––is
–L 26
_()*
–L 49
:)= .
––i :
–%:
–S16i
–z 25
–!415
–L 25
––i %
–-~
–. m
–L 4S
r 7:):
-.
—.
—.%
~
i
i
I
I
1,
i.
I
!—
––iB
-.87
–L M
-L 76
?):
-Y 13
—. 9!?
(b) JJ”-1,343lb; TJI-590 lb; u-M@ d=–0~ fG c=I.~ [t
-..——
.(&2)I II M.=(Jd , L Obii.”(f;&)
----- -
—
.. .. .39. s3
;:
Eti
&&!zl
4424
44.05iw
M.24
me2
n. 94
m42
I
.
1
---
—.
---...—
. . . .. .
.. —-
-,
:- ...
. -i+.. .-,
.
